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LI^ OP ABBREVIig lOITS AMD SYMBOLS

1* ABBRBVIAJIONS

The following abbreviations have been used in the

text:-

FG - Flight-Gontrollar

IjOS - line of Sight. (Unless specified, i£ refers to
LOS with the target).

TF - Transfer Function

SRD - ^nthetic Rate Damping

OA - Operational Amplifier (|iA741).

2 . SYMBOLS IN RBIATIOU TO SYSTEM

t - Time of missile-flight in seconds after the

instant of launch.

T^ - Instant of time at which a stop guidance

command is applied

'O’ - Gross-over point of the missile with the LOS

to the target after take off.

t^ - Time in seconds taken by a missile to roach the

cross-over point '0*.
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ti
L

0

d

h

S

- Slant range of the miseile (from the Launcher )

when it reaches the cross-over point *0',

- Distance between the Director a,nd the Launcher.

- Hypothetical relo.tive hei^t assigned to the

Director for lo,unch geometry computations, to

compensate for gravity drop at the instant of

initial take-off.

- Acceleration duo to gravity.

5. SIMBOLS IH RELAIIOH TO MISSILE

(a) Tiio following symbols rofer to the kinematic

variables due to guidance and may apply to either

pitch plane or the yaw plane

V

a

O'

w

linear lateral velocity.

Lateral acceleration.

Lateral angular position of the missile in

the viewing-plane

.

Lateral angular velocity of the missile in

the viewingT-plane.

Steady state angular velocity of the missile in

the viewing-plane*

lateral angular acceleration.
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(Id) The following symbols refer to the kinematic

variables due to the Initial conditions and

relative target motion in the viewing plane:-

-

-

Z

X

e-yi

e.
y2

Component of missile linear/ angular velocity

along x-axis.

Component of missile linear/angular velocity

along y-axis due to Initial conditions alone.

Component of missile linear/ angular velocity

along y-ajxis due to relative target motion

alone.

Component of missile linear velocity a]-ong

lOS

x-co-ordinat

e

y-co-ordinate due to Initial conditions alone.

y_co-ordinate due to relative target motion

alone

.

( c)

¥

¥

a-n,

The following symbols refer to the Kinetic

variables

:

Instantaneous forward thrust of the rocket-

motor.

Instantaneous weight of the missile in flight.

- Instantaneous forward acceleration of the

missile
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- Instantaneous velocity (vector) of the missile.

v^ - Coasting speed of the missile.

u - Average speed of the missile,.

R - Slant range of the missile

4. SmeOlS IR RELAJIOR TO TARGEI

R^ - Instantaneous slant range of the target from

the Director,

R^q - Initial slant range at the time of launching

the missile.

R^ - Instantaneous ground range of the target from

the Director,

R^ - Initial ground range from the Director,

h^ - Target altitude above ground,

7^ - Target speed,

5. SYMBOLS IH REIAT ION TO LAUHOH CBOMETRY

B - Initial hearing of the lOS to the target with
, ,0

reference to the ground-equipment: refQ:*enGe

E - Initial elevation of the target with reference
s

to the ground plane.
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B.

E.

B

'E

Bearing at -which a missile is launched with

reference to the Reference axis.

Ele-vation at which a missile is launched,

Oorrection angle added to B^ to obtain B^^,

Correction angle added to E to obtain E,,,
B X*

6 • SYMBOLS EOR lOGICAL VARIABLES USED IN SYSTEM DESIGN

OPE - Control Pulse Eire

CIR - Control Pulse Reset

CPC - Control Pulse (Guidance (Enable)

CPG" - Eunctionaliy logical NOT of CPG-
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COMMAND GUIDANCE SIMUIAI OR/TRAINER
EOR

SURFACE TO AIR MISS IDE SYSTEMS

The present study has been undertaken -with an aim

towards indigenous development of a suitable training -aid

for the progressive simulated training of personnel (Missile-

Pilots)), who are responsible for guiding a missile in flight,

A broad-based study has been carried out for a

particular class of air-defence weapon systems i.e. the Low

level Surface to Air Radio G'ommand-guid ed systems, based on

optical/radar acquisition and tracking of a target and visual
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guidance of the missile. The guidance and the control

functions of such a system have "been amlysed; and

mathematical models in general terms, applicable to ary

other similar system, have been deduced.

A critical review of the mathematical models along

with other relevant considerations, pertaining to the

requirements of simulated training, has led to the evolution

of three feasible simulation models, corresponding to a

three -tier concept of levels of training i.e. the basic,

the advanced and the 'on job* field training of the

missile-pilots. Each simulation model envisages a different

display system appropriate to the level of training.

Accordingly, it is possible to develop either three

different simulator units or a single universal type of

simulator, incorporating all the three models with facility

to select either of the training-modes in conjunction

with the appropriate display device. Since such a system

is considered feasible without incurring any significant

additional complexity of the equipment and cost, and

at the same time gaining the advantages of standardization

and flexibility of utilization; the concept of universal

type of model is mooted and recommended for further

development and ultimate adopticia into service.

A laboratory model of the Oommand Guidance Simulator,

corresponding to the basic training version of the
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suggested simulation model has heen successfully designed

and fabricated.

The simulator unit is an analogue device which

computes the instantaneous angular co-ordinates of both the

missile under guidance control and a synthetic target. The

initial conditions of the target i.e. its speed and range

in terms of expected engagement -time, its bearing and

elevation are preset on the front panel controls; and the

dynamic trajectory of the target: during the encounter can

be varied either by a programmed tape-input or by the

Instructor through dynamic pitch and yaw controls. It is

possible to simulate the effect of a manoigyvering target

by a JITTHl control. The display consists of a single beam

oscilloscope, with its interface-unit ( a multiplexer )

incorporated in the simulator unit. The missile and the

synthetic target are displayed on the scope as two

(beam-switched) intensity-modulated spots. The screen is

calibrated for the normal field of view of the missile-

pilot,

Facility for performance evaluation of the trainees

has been incorporated, both q,uantitatively by strip-chart

recordings and qiualitatively for routine training by^

lamp indications.

A significant achievement of the work carried out is

the design and development of a Flight -controller. The
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initial intention was to make a compatible device which

could he used to test the designed guidance simulation

blocks. However, the device so developed , can in fact

be used as an important indigenous substitute for the

imported Pli^t-controllers. The device, though designed

on an entirely different principle (strain-gauges), is

fully compatible functionally with an existing imported

Pli^t-controller in service.

Considerations for standardization of components

and circuits, easy maintenance, and low cost commensurate

with the requirements of reliability ,have been the

guiding factors in the design and fabrication of the device

Por instance, only one particular type of IC chip (pA 741)

has been used throughout the system. Similarly, only one

type each of the other active devices like transistors,

junction PETs and diodes has been standardized to keep

the maintenance inventory low. Adequate test-points,

facilities for. in-circuit testing and repair of printed

circuit cards have been incorporated to enable quick fault -

diagnosis and easy maintenance. Particular attention has

been given to the location and accessibility of vital

components e.g. the trimpots. Ho relays have been used and

where necessary, all solid state switchir^ has been

performed.
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INTRODUCTION

Surface to Air guided weapon systems form a vital

link in the air-defehce organization of a country, A small

beginning has been made in our country in this significant

field of air-defence. However, there has been total

dependence on other countries for the equipment, technical

know-how and even training of personnel. ¥ith an aim

towards am indigenous system, the present study has been

undertaken for the peace-time progressive training of personnel

handling the equipment.

1.1 MOTIVATION

A guided weapon system, with a human operator in the

feed-back loop, involves a very close-knit and intense man-

machine interaction. The Missile-Pilot, the person who

controls and guides the missile in flight, is the king-pin

of the entire system? and it is on his sharp reflexes, skill

and experience that the accuracy and overall effectiveness

of the system depends. As these systems are usually deployed

for the air-defence of vulnerable areas or vital installations

of national importance, any lack of skill on the part of the

human operator shall only compromise the national security.
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Thus, there is a need for continuous intensive

training of the missile-pilots to keep their reflexes sharp

and to improve their proficiency. Training with live missies

and targets is cumbersome as well as expensive ;and therefore,

the need for simulated training with a training-aid becomes

imperative.

1.2 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

The present study has been undertaken with an aim

to design and develop a simulator-trainer for the peace-time

progressive training of the missile-pilots for a particular

type i.e. the Radio Command guidance systems for low-level

surface-to-air missiles-
a

Such systems ahe essentially rudimentry type of
A

guided weapons with limited capability and are used for

tactical air-defence of vulnerable points/ areas against

approachihg hostile aircraft only. A human operator consti-

tutes the feed-back loop, A target is acquired and tracked

either optically or with the help of a tracking radar. The

missile pilot guides the missile along his line of sight

to the target. (Details for a typical system of this type

are given in Chapter II).

1.3 apbioach

The problem has been tackled in two phases £-

(a) The theoretical study in general terms and paper

design of a simulator applicable to the entire
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class of weapon systems under study.

(b)The hardware design and realization using the

parameters of a particular existing weapon system

of the class.

The third obvious and important phase of trials i.e.

to assess the effectiveness and realism incorporated, as

compared to a live missile firing; has been excluded from the

purview of the present study, because of limitations of time

and the other administrative problems of arranging trials.

It is hoped that the Defence R and D organization shall take

up this aspect in due course of time.

The study has been carried out in the following steps;

(,a) Study of an existing system with particular

reference to its guidance system.

(b) inalysis of the various blocks in the guidance

system to get a better comprehension of the

functional role, and its mathematical modelling by

deduction of transfer-functions in general terms

applicable to any other similar system,

(c) Qritical study of the above analysis for simulation

models, keeping requirements of progressive

training in mind, and leading to deduction of a

block simulator model.
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(d) Design and realization of the hardware for the

simulator model, using analogue techniques.

Dor this» the typical parameters of an existing

system have been used.

1*4 ' aHAPPER ORgAUlZAlIOD

A brief introductory description of ,a typical low-level

surface to Air command-guided weapon system is given in the

next Chapter. Ghapter III deals with the analysis and

mathematical modelling of the guidance system;, while the

simulation considerations are discussed and a block simulator

model is developed in Chapter 17, Ghapter 7 is concerned with

the hardware design and its implementation; and Ohaptei*

71 concludes with a summary of results achieved and a

discussion on the scope for improvement and further work

yet to be done.



CHAPTER II

BRIEF DESGRIPTIOE OF A TYPICAI IQW-LEVEL SUREAOE
TO AIR RADIO GOMMAED GUIDED WBAPOE SYSTEM

T'he aim of this chapter is to give a brief introduction

of a typical radio-command-guided weapon system with

particular reference to the guidance techniques used.

2 *1 &EEERAL OHARAGTERI^IGS AED LIMITAT I PITS

Such a weapon system is envisaged primarily for

tactical air-defence of vulnerable points/ areas against low-

flying attacking aircraft. The system is most effective

against directly approaching hostile aircraft and has

inherent limitations against receding and crosser- target s»

because of low missile speed and limited lateral acceleration

capability of the missiles used^

2*2 BROAD OUTEINB ERIEGIPIB OF GOMMAM) GUIBAEGE

For the particular type of system under study, a

human operator, called Hissile -Pilot , acquires a target

visually throu^ a binocular with/without the help of a

tracking radar, continues tracking it till it is within

the firing range; fires a missile and then tracks both the

missile^ the target. He senses the angular error between

the target and the missile, and applies appropriate

correction commands through a transducer called FLIGHT-
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COKTROLLER(PC) . Tlie corrective electrical commands, aft er

suitable processing, are transmitted to the missile using a

VHP or UHP carrier, A. servo-system in the missile causes the

missile to change its course in response to the guidance

commands. The missile-pilot perceives the relative change

9
and continues to apply command signals, till he 'gathers’’ the

missile in his line of sight (LOS) with the target. Eis

endeavour thereafter is to apply guidance commands such as

to keep the missile gathered till interception of the

missile and the target takes place and the target gets

destroyed. In the event of missing the target, the missile

destroys itself after a specific preset time.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the principle of a command

guided system with a human operator in the feed-back loop*

Pig. 2,2 gives the relative position of PC button for

missile guidance. Pig. 2,3 depicts the difference between

the guidance commands given by a good trained missile-pilot

and an inexperienced person.

2*3 WEAPOH SYSTEM-HARDWARE

POr detailed discussion of command guidance and its

simulation problem, it is necessary to acq.uire a little

The term GATHHIIHG is used aften in the missile system

jargon . It implies a state when the lines of sight to the

target and the missile coincide.
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preliminaj-y knowledge of the essential and relevant hardware

involved in the particular type of the weapon system.

The integrated weapon system consists of the ground

equipment and the missile, ilg. 2,4 gives a typical layout

of a guided missile fire-unit.

The ground equipment consists of

(a) Director - for overall control.

(b) Launcher- as the mobile launching pad for the

missiles.

(,c) Generator for the required power supplies*

(d) Signal communications equipment for communication

among the crew and with others outside the

Pire-unit

.

(e) Transport vehicles

(f) Tracking radar (optional)

The functional roles of the Director and the Dauncher

and some of the relevant characteristics of the missile

are described in the following sub-sections.

2.3.1 Director

The Director is a mobile master equipment and comprises

. of a number of units. The units relevant to missile

guidance and control are;

a) Rotating structure for the missile pilot seat,

b) Command link transmitter,

and c) Launch geometry computer*
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2.5*1«1 Rotating Structure

This can be rotated in azimuth by a servo-system,

such that the missile-pilot seated on it faces the general

direction of an approaching target. The missile-pilot

sees through a binoculaf having a large magnification and

a wide field of view * The binocular is mounted on a sight-

arm, which the missile pilot holds with his hands.

The ri^t hand side of the sight -arm carries a

RLIGtHT- go heroiler (pc), pc is a transducer for generating

analogue electrical guidance commands independently in

two planes i.e, the pitch and the yaw, in proportion to

the displacement produced in a thumb -operated mechanical

device having two degrees of freedom in the same plane.

The nature of displacements applied to the PC by missile-

pilot in relation to the’ error in the positions of the target

and the missile have been illustrated in Pig. 2,2, The

putputs of PC are bipolar DC voltages coi-responding to the

guidance commands in the pitch and the yaw planes. The

positive polarity is usually assigned to UP/RI&HT commands

and negative polarity to DOWH/LEPT conmiands.

The left hand side of the sight-arm carries

a PIRIHGt-TRIGGER, which when pressed by the missile pilot,

triggers the electrically initiated-explosive Gircuits for the

firing of a missile.
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the missile as range increases. Thus, the missile-pilot with

range -compensation incorporated sees a constant missile

response for a given PO demand.

(c) Modulus Limiting

This is required to ensure that the resultant total

command with the simultaneous application- of maximum

demands in both pitch and yaw planes is not large enough

to cause aerodynamic instability of the missile,

( d) Synthetic Rate Damping ( 3RD)

To avoid the effect of natural (.weather-cock)

frequency of the missile, the missile control system is

required to incorporate lateral rate gyro damping. However,

for reasons of economy; it is found convenient to shape

the command signal such as to simulate the lateral rate

damping in the ground equipment itself, by means of a notch-

filter tuned to the weather-cock frequency of the missile.

(s) Sub-mo dulator

The shaped command signals are time-division-multi-

plexed in the form of a train of four distinct tone

frequencies corresponding to the UP-DOWN and RIG-HT-ISFT

guidance demand in the pitch and yaw planes. The time

interval for both the pitch and the yaw tone-pairs is fixed,

but there is a differential dwell period for each tore

within the tone-pair set.
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For elucidation, if f^, ±
2 , f^, f^ are the tone

frequencies corresponding to the UP, DOWN,RIGHT and lEPT

demands, then the gate-timing for tone-pairs f^^, f
2

for

pitch pla.ne and f^, f^ for yaw plane is same and remains

constant. Hut, within each pair, the dwell period for

and t^/f^ will he different depending upon the demand

signal. For no demand condition, the dwell periods for all

tone frequencies are equal.

(f) RF Modulator

The multiplexed tone-frequency train is then used for

amplitude-modulating a CW and is transmitted to the

missile through an antenna.

(s) Antenna

The antenna is mounted on the rotating- structure so

that it always points towards the direction of the target and

the missile. It has a characteristic of a wide beam lobe

in the vertical plane.

2 . 3 . 1 . 3 launch Geometry Comput er

A missile on being fired is launched from the launcher

pad, such thAt it always crosses the lOS to the target at a

fixed short distance R^ away from the launcher after a

specific time. Guidance of the missile is enabled only

after this instant* T’o enable such launching, the launcher

pad is servo-slaved to the sight-arm of the missile-pilot
angles,

through an analogue comput ear, which computes the correction
(__
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both in elevation and in bearing, in real time and adds them

algebraically to the sight- arm angles of elevation and

bearing. The launch geometry computer also incorporates

angular corrections for:-

(i) Parallaix error due to the displacement of the

Director with respect to the launcher.

(ii) Wind velocity and direction

(iii) Gravity drop

(iv) Missile ballistics

These angular correctionsi as shall be seen in the

next Chapter, prove to be important for analysing and

simulating the missile kinematics due to initial conditions.

2.3.2 Launcher

This acts as a mobile launching pad for the missiles

>

and is unmanned at the time of firing* If is usually

positioned at a certain specified distance from the director

( within allowable tolerances ) along the direction of the most

likely appEoaoh for the hostile aircraft (Refer Ag, 2.3)

The launcher is servo-slaved in bearing and elevatidn to the

missile-pilot * s LOS throu^ the launch geometry eomputar ,

which adds the corrections as already explained.

The launcher ceases to have any significant role after

the take-off of a missile although it still remains servo-

slaved to the LOS. This fact helps in engaging the same

target or another target immediately by another missile,

soon after the previous engageiaent is over .
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2 , 3*3 Miasile

Tho missiles used in purely defensive role, are

usually subsonic to allow sufficient time for guidance.

Some salient features of its pro pulsion, aeroframe, roll

stabili2ation> warhead and fuses, guidance and control,

arming and self destruction are briefly described

below.

2,3.3.! Ero pulsion

The forward propulsion is obtained by a two stage

solid propellant rocket motor. The Booster stage

accelerates the missile to its coasting speed (-200 m/soc*)

in a short time (
- 1 sec.). The sustainer stage provides

sufficient thrust to overcome drag and wind friction to

maintain a uniform coasting speed for a specified period

(<x' 16-20 sec.). The interception of the target is estimated

to take place earlier than this.

The tail and of the missile also carries flares which

enable the missile to be soon at long distances.

2 . 3.

3

. 2 Aeroframe

The aeroframe consists of a streamlined cylindrical

structure with conical nose, four cruciform swept-back

types of control surfaces and four constant Chord fixed'

fins set at 45 to the control surfaces. The two control

surfaces in vertical plane control the yaw movements and

the other two in the horizontal plane control the pitch
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moTGment of the missile.

Ihe yaw control surfaces are preset such that for

zero command guidance there is a lift of Igto overcome

the' gravitational effect . Ihe ya.u control surfaces also

carry a printed notch- cavity type of antenna for

guidance commands.

2. 3. 5*3 Roll Stabilization

Ihe exhaust gases of the booster motor are vented

out through canted nozzles so as to provide an anti-clockwise

roll movement to the missile initially for imparting

stability to the missile movement. After the booster

burn-out , a cordite-driven displacement gyroscope stabi-

lizes the position of the missile in space and thereby fixes

the pitch and the yaw axes of the missile.

2.3*3*4 ¥arhead and Fuzes

Usuallyj blast type of warhead is used in the nose

assembly, which can be detonated by Electrically Initiated

Explosives ( EIE) by any/all of the following types of fuzes:

(i) Gontaot fuze- In the nose of the missile for

direct impact.

(ii) Graze Fuze - On the entire periphery of the

missile particularly the control -surfaces.

(iii) Infra-red Eroxlmity Euze- Based on Carbon-monoxide

radiation from the exhaust of the target.
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2 . 3 • 3 • 5 Gruidance and Control

The missile is controlled in flight by movement

of the control-surfaces which are rotated by the position

control electro-hydraulic servo-units in the missile#

The hydraulic power for the servo-actuators is supplied from

an accumulator which is pressurised by the rocket motor

gases.

Pig. 2.6 gives a block diagram of the guidance and

control channel in the missile-. The command guidance signal

from the ground equipment are picked up by the antenna,

fed to a superhet receiver, decoded to regenerate up-down

and ri^t -left commands in the pitch and yaw planes,

and are fed to the respective servo-amplifiers. The servo

amplifiers also receive signals from the roll-gyroscope

for roll stabilization. The output of the servo-amplifiers

drives an electro-mechanical actuator ,which operates a

slide-valve to control the flow of hydraulic fluid to one

piston or the other of a double acting jack, to move the

control-surface dhafte appropriate to the control demands.

The analogue position of the shafts is fed back to the

servo-amplifiers ( by potentiometers) to complete the

feed-back loop. Ttie servo-amplifiers output is such that

for all alterations to course or height, both control

surfaces on the same plane ,ahe displaced in. the same

direction. For roll stabili.zation, the control surfaces
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in each plane are displaced differentially so as to produce

a counter torque.

2. 3 . 3,

6

Arming and Self-destruction

For reasons of safety, the missile warhead does not

get armed before a specified period (4-6 secs.) after launch.

It destroys itself after a certain time (30-40 secs.), if no

successful interception has taken place.



OHAITBR III

AFAIYSIS AM) MATHEMATICAL
M0DBLLIH& 0? THE QUIDAITGE

SYSTEM

Hie aim of this chapter is to carry out analysis of

the command guidance and control loop and its effect on the

Missile Kinematics with a view to :

(a) Comprehend the functions of each sub-block^

and Cb) Deduce mathematical models in terms of transfer-

functions for subsequent simulation,

3.1 APmOAQH

Because of the very inherent military significance of

the subject, there is little openly published literature or

text available. However, based on personal experience with

a system of the type and having had access to its maintenance

manuals, the aiuthor has been able to adopt the following

approach:-

Ca) IVherever available, the circuits used in the

actual equipment; were analysed and inferences

drawn.

(b) The same circuits "were also analysed by analogue

simulation on Digital computer using PACTOllJS

software package. This led either to the
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verification of the results obtained analytically

or to the deduction of results for which analytical

solution was found difficult. This technique

has been intensively used.

(c) Prom the data available from th.e manuals#

analytic expressions have been determined by using

the curve-fitting techniques*

iigain, strictly on grounds of security restrictions;

the details of analysis based on actual equipment circuits has

not been considered discrete to be publisjied in this thesis.

However# a summary of the deductions obtained in all such

case studies has been brought out # in- general terms.

3.2 REVIEW OF QUIDAHGE AED OOICTROL BIOOK

From the study of the Command “link transmitter and the

(guidance and control used in the missile# as presented in the

previous chapter; it is seen that the FC commands result

in proportional angular rotations of the control-surfaces

of the missile with some time-constants involved. The units

which contribute to the time constants are;

Ca) Command, shaping which consists of range compensation#

m©dulus limiting and synthetic rate damping (SRD)'-

(b) Missile servos.

The FC# the supply frequency filter, sub-modulator and

the RF command link between the ground equipment and the

missile ar'e not expected to contribute any significant delay.
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The angular movements of the control-surfaces about

their axes produce aerodynamic forces resulting in accelera-

tions of the missile f which can be resolved along the longe^^

axis ( the forward thrust axis) a,nd the lateral axis of bhe

missile. It is the lateral acceleration which is of

significance as that will result in rate components of

angular velocities in the respective planes and cause the

missile kinematics to change the attitude and the flight

trajectory of the missile*

Thus, the complete guidance and control loop can be

generalized into a block-diagram as shown in Fig. 3*1*

From this, it becomes clear that for simulation of

the guidance and control system; mathematical modelling

is required for the following:-

(,a) Command shaping (including range-compensation,

modulus-limiting and SRD)

(b) Missile servos

(c) Aerodynamics of the missile

(d) Kinematics of the missile.

For better tj^mprehension of the system, it is necessary

to stu(^ the missile kinetics also. The subsequent sections,

therefore, discuss missile kinetics first, followed by

missile kinematics, command shaping^ missile servos and the

aerodynamic transfer-functions. .
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3.3 MISSIIiB KIHBTIG3

the relevant system pai’ameters and the data for

the rocket motor thrust, the weight of the missile, the

rate of combustion of the rocket-motor propellant are

known; the complete dynamics of the missile i.e. its

acceleration, velocity and range (as functions of time) can

be computed by the analogue solution of the standard

differential equation

¥(t)

S
a = P(t) - ¥(t).sin M (3.1)

where ¥(t) - Instantaneous weight of the missile taking

rate of fuel combustion into account.

ajT- Forward acceleration of the missile as a function

of time t

,

g - Acceleration due to gravity

P(t)- Forward thrust of the motor

T.he angle iL elevation at which the missile

is launched.

Vjyj - Instantaneous missile speed

and K - Co-efficient of aerodynamics resistance «

A case study was actually carried out, using the data

available for a particular system, by an analogue simulation

of the differential equation on IBM 7044 using PACTOlUS

software package. Bata was generated for the acceleration,

velocity and range of the. missile upto 20 secs. Further,
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to obtain an analytic linear expression for the instanta-

neous range of the missile (R) ; curve —fitting technique

(using least squares method ) was resorted to hy using

the data generated for the range at various instants

of time. The data 'for the instantaneous missile velocities
t t

led to the computation of the average velocity u of the

missile over the entire flight time ( 20 seos.)

The qualitative nature of the characteristic curves

obtained for the acceleration, velocity and range,

corresponding to a typical rocket-motor thrust characteristic

are depicted in Pig* 3.2. The same characteristics can be

generalized to be attributable to any other similar missile

also.

It is to be expected that the duration of the booster

and the sustainer stages of the rocket-motor, are significant

parameters for determining the other system parameters. Por

instance, the stabilizing time t^^ and the corresponding

range covered R^ during this period ( refer Pig. 3*2)

influence the launch geometry of the missile, as shall be

seen subsequently in this chapter. The missile velocity

remains almost uniform after time t^ till the sustainer

stage burns out. After thisj the velocity begins to taper

down due to the aerodynamic resistance. It is interesting

to note that the missile is always fired such that the

missile crosses the line-of-sl,^t' to the target at distance
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after time t^ ? and it is onl;^'- after this instant that

the missile guidance is enabled.

Ihe range characteristic is almost linear during the

coa.sting phase and can be approximated by expression

R ^ u.t (3.2)

where R is the range of the missile and u is the average

speed computed over the entire normal flight time. A more

exact approximation is obtained by using the linear expression.

R = v^Ct-t^) + R^ (5,3)

where v^ is the missile coasting speed.

This relationship has also been verified by the curve

fitting technique mentioned earlier.

5-4 MISSILE KIMATIGS Aim ITS GOMPOMMTS

The missile-pilot perceives the relative motion of the

missile with respect to the target in space, as the angular
7?

displacement between their instataneous positions- Since at
A*

long ranges, the perception of depth is difficult , despite

the binocular vision; the perception is essentially of the

angular displacements projected on a 2-dimensional plane, which

is normal to the missile-pilots line of sight (LOS) and is

referred to as the VIBWIffG-PLAHB (viewing plane will be

defined more precisely in the next section).

03ie missile-kinematics consists of ;-

(a) Kinematics due to the initial launch velocity and

direction.
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(Id) Kinematics due to tlie relative motion of the missile

with respect to a moving taji?get, keeping the position

of the target fized in the viewing plane, and

(c) Kinematics due to the guidance commands.

Each of these contributory factors are studied under

mutually exclusive conditions in the next three sections.

3.5 MISSILE KIEBMATIGS DUE TO IKITIAL LAUKGH OOEEITIOKS

Eig. depicts 3-dimenslonal geometrical layout for

the initial missile launch conditions. In the diagram, d

represents the distance between the Director and the Launcher
I

in the ground plane; and h is a relative hei^t assigned to

the Director in order to compensate for the gravity-drop

at the instant of missile take-off.

As mentioned in Chapter li, the missile is launched

at a bearing and elevation Ej_ such that it always crosses

the LOS ( having bearing Bg and elevation Eg) at a pre-

determined fixed distance from the launcher in time

t^ after launch. Parameters and t^ are determined by the

missile kinetics discussed in section 3.3. Angles Bj^ and

Ej^ are, in fact , computed by the launch geometry computer,

by first computing the corresponding correction angles Bg

and Eg, as already mentioned in section 2.3. Then,

®L— (3.4)

and = Eg + Eg (3.5)
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Further, the following practical assumptions are

made :

(a) d Rq

(h) h'

(c) The target is assumed to he stationary and the lOS,

therefore, remains fixed. (The effect of target

movement and the consequent rotation of XOS axis

is discussed separately).

(d) The missile is assumed to move with a uniform

velocity equal to its average value u. (. This

assumption is seriously in error during the early

stages for t<
'^o^*

(e) Eg is small. This is true for the low-flying targets

( which is a system characteristic), and particularly

so for the initial conditions when the targets are

picked up at long ranges.

Then from the geometry of Fig. 5.5, and Bq can he

shown (Appendix A) to he given hy the following

expressions.

^ sin =
d sin Bg

R
d cos Bc,.ain h cosB

B
C

'S S 'S

(5r6)

(5.7)

R,

It follows from assumptions (a),(h) and (e) that the

correction angles B^ and as computed from above expre-

ssions, shall in reality be of small magnitude.
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To consider the missile kinematics due to these launch

conditions, the expressions for linear and angulah velocity

components and the consequent missile angular co-ordinates

projected on to the viewing-plane shall he determined in

the subs'Oquent suh-sections. The viewing-plane as mentioned

earlier, is the plane on which the missile-pilot perceives

the two dimensional relative positions of the target and the

missile through his binocular sight , and is as such

normal to the line of sight' to the target as shown in

Fig. 5 . 3 .

It is convenient, at this point, to denote the two

vertical planes OLP (containing missile launch trajectory)

and OD'DP (containing LOS to the target) by LAUNCH-PLAHB and

TAR&BT—plane respectively. The apparent horizontal movement

of the missile in the viewing plane is along the normal to the

target-plane, and its, apparent vertical motion is along the

perpendicular to the LOS to the target in the target-plane.

The relative motion of the missile with respect to the

target in the viewing plane can therefore be resolved along

these two directions, indicated by Z-axis and Y-axis

respectively in Fig. 3 -3 (inset) ,

3 .5.1 Linear Velocity Components '

Referring to Rig. 3.3, the speed of the missile attained

is constant value v^ when it reaches the crossover point' 0
'

(ref. Tig- 3.2) in the launch plane . The exact analysis for
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the velocity components in the viewin^5 plane, passing through

0 is given in Appendix ’B'. An n.pproximate analysis, justi-

fied by the assumption that, being small, the launch

plane can be considered to coincide with the target plane ^

is given below with the help of the simplified diagrams of

Big. 3.4.

In the vertical plane, the velocity components

along and perpendicular to the lOS , and hence along the

Z and Y axes of the viewirg-plane, are:

v^ - Vq.cos Bq (5.8)

and Vy, ^ v^. sin (3.9)

Erom the horizontal plane, the x-component in the

viewing-plane is obtained as

v^ - Vq. cos Bj^. sin B^ (3.10)

Ihe missile will appear to move in the viewing-plane, f2?om

right to left ( and hence is negative) for sin Bg 0,

and from left to right (, correspondingly is positive) •

for sin Bg 0. It should be noted that all these

components are constant, throughout the flight of the missile

by virtue of the initial assumptions.

3.5.2 Angular Telocity Oomponents

The corresponding angular velocity components are

obtained by dividing the respective linear velocity
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components by tiie instantaneous range R of the missile,

which is a time dependent function, as given by Eqn. (3.3),

(a) Angular velocity component along x- axis

wX

Vq. cos Bg

+vr. 00 s”" s' t-t
'

"J0 0 0 0

Substituting for from (3.6), and considering

CcosEq - 1 ( E^ being small),

cos E-p, [d sin B^j.sec Ey]

Wx = - S*

[ R^ + (t-t^)]
O 0 0 O '"

or OL' —
X

Vq. dsin Bq

r^Cr^ + V^.(t-t^)]0^0 o o

(3.11)

(b) Angular velocity component along y-axis

v^^-, V^.sin Ep^
TT - yl A. o G
^yl - R " Rq + YQ~cosE(,.rt-tJT

Substituting for E^^ from (3*7), and considering

cos E^ ~ 1 , and sin ca Eg

h'+d.GOs. ®S'’®S-]

7^ . sin [ —= -J

o R.
w.yl

R^ -b '7^ . (t-t„)
o o o

Since the argument of the sine term ip small, this
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V

^yl-
O 0 o

|-

h' +acos Bg.Eg

R-

3 • 5 3 Missile Angal .'ar Oo-ordinates

Since the angular co-ordinates are zero at t = t^ ;

the instantaneous angular co-ordinates, and 6^, in the

•viewing-plane are given for t ^ t^, as follows:

e. / w . dtX J 'X' ^

f at

Ro J
to

d sin B„ R^+ V (t-t^)
A.,: in[ 2 o:^ ol_j

R R

or 0 =
X

d sin YA in.[ 1+ o
R. (3.13)

and similarly.

9.yi
ta'

or 0.yi

h’ -fdcosBg.Eg
__ g_ ^ ln[ 1+ (t-t^) ] (5.14)

3-5*4 SUMMARY AHD IEFERBRGE3

Ihe results obtained in 1)1113 section are summarized

and inferences drawn from these are mentioned below:

(a) Components of the linear velocity are functions

of the correction-angles B^ and E^^, which are
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determined by the initial conditions of the target

bearing and elevation at the time of missile launch.

Since and are normally small ; the magnitude

of the components of the velocity in the viewing-plane

is small and remains constant throughout the

flight period,

(b) The corresponding components of the angular velocity

decrease with increase in time* The magnitude and

sigjn of w are dependent on the initial target

bearing alone; whereas w^.^ is always positive

( for targets above the ground level) and its

magnitude depends on the target bearing and elevation

both. However, since Eg is usually small ( low flying

targets), it follows from expression (3,12) that w^.^

can be considered to be practically independent of

both the target elevation and the bearing,

(c) The angular positions of the missile vary as the

logarithmic functions of time . Apart from this

dependence on time; O is primarily a function of

target bearing Bg, and is essentially a function

of h/R^ and is practically independent of both B„

and Eg,

These deductions will be useful in the next chapter

for development of a simulation model.
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3.6 relative missile kimatios due to target moti oit

The target is assumed to move with a uniform speed
e

V^ at a constant h^ght h^, directly towards the direction

of the Director. Since the system characteristics, as

defined in Chapter II, are such that only directly

approaching targets are normally tackled in a defensive

role, the effect of other target courses is ignored for

the present analysis. Thus, the consideration is simplified

to the plane vertical to the ground, containing the LOS

and the target, as shown in Fig, 3.5. The effect in the

horizontal plane, due to the assumed constraints, shall

be insignificant.

Qualitatively, it is obvious that the approaching

movement of the target will appear on the 2-dimensional

viewing-plane as if the target is climbing up. However,

due to the fact that the target position is always maintained

approximately at the centre of the viewing-plane, either

manually by the missile-pilot or by a servo-slaved system

of the sight-arm to a tracking radar locked on to the target;
1

the LOS copsequently moves up in elevation with the targets

forward movement, to maintain the target in the centre of

view; and relatively the missile appears to be moving down

in the viewing-plane.

To have a quantitative assessment of this apparent

downward motion of the missile; reference is made to
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Pig. 3*5y which, shows a typical geometrical layout of the

target movement in relation to the Director ( and hence

the missile-pilot) in the vertical plane.

let A he the initial position of the target( origin

of the corresponding viewing-plane) at the time of launching

the missile (t=0) and
^G-0

corresponding angle of elevation, slant range , ground-

range and relative height with respect to the Director on

the ground plane. At a later instant of time t, the target
!

moves to position A such that the DOS then makes an angle

Eg(t) with the horizontal and Rq. and R^^ become the

corresponding ground and slant ranges respectively.

CGhe missile-pilot will thus perceive relative missile-

motion on I the viewing-plane as angular displacement of the

missile position as

V = - [

Prom the geometry of Pig, 3»5>

0
.y2

= - tan
-1 IT^.t.sin Bg(t)

R,TQ

Assuming Bg to he small ,0^2 expressed as

0
y2

tan
-1

Ej,

or ^y2~ “
V|p . Eg • t

[ h^2 -h- (R(jQ-Vj.t)"]2 0

(3.15)
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Also the appaxent angular velocity of the missile in the

vi ewing-plane

^y2 “ dt

(3.16)

This can be expressed as

Eg 1

~
^d + (1 -t/t^)^

where t^ = represents the initial range of the

target expressed in seconds.

(3.17)

Inferences

Erom the expressions derived above, the following

deductions are made:-

(a) l!he relative angular velocity of the missile alohg the

vertical axis of the viewing-plane, for a particular

target speed T^, initial ela.'vation Eg and initial range

Rgg ; increases as the target approaches, tending to

a maximum value

w
2

- —
max Rg_g.Eg

This maximum value ocoifrs when the target flies

directly overhead.
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(b) For typical target speeds and. altitudes of attaclcing

aircraft, the rate of apparent missile descent in the

field of view is determined essentially by the initial

target elevation at which the missile is launched.

This fact is significant from the point of view of

simulating the missile behaviour.

3*7 GASS STUDY FOR MISSILE KIMATIGS OF A TYPICAL SYSTEM

(EXCLUDING GUIEAECE)

To have a quantitative ass^ment of the results obtained

so far, a case study for a typical system was carried out

under a set of presumed typical target parameters. The

results obtained by analysis so far, were used to compute

the missile angular velocities and positiojis ( using the

approximations) individually for the effect of initial

conditions and the relative target movement in the vertical

plane, and then were combined to get the overall effect.

Table 3«1 gives a summary of the computations for missile

flight time 0-20 seconds.

3*6 giveq the graphical representation of the

angular velocities and Fig. 3.7 shows the angular position

of the missile on the vertical plane of the viewing -plane

( without any guidance commands being given).
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Tlie following set of pa^*ameters have been presumed

(based on an actual weapon system):

larget

Target speed (V^)

Target height (hgi)

Target range at time

of fire

=: 300m/ sec

.

= 300m.

= 8KM.

= 2 . 1
°

= 0°.

Corresponding initial

target elevation Eg

Target bearing Bg

(The target is assumed to approach directly along the

azimuth reference axis i.e. the most likely and

expected direction of approach).

Missile

Speed (v^) = 200m/ see.

Missile speed is assumed uniform between period

2-16 sec. of flight time.

G-round-equipment

Distance between the Director and the launcher

d = 75 + 25 ft.

I

Gravity-drop correction h = 87 ft,

Missile-lOS crossover distance = 1000 ft.

Crossover time (t^) = 2,0 sec.

A perusal of graphical representation in figures 3»6 and

3.7 unveils the following significant inferences

(a) Due to the initial conditions, the missile angular

velocity in the vertical plane is substantially high
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ija the beginning, and reduces almost exponentially t#

a modest rate.

(b) The effect of target movement on missile angular velocity

is insignificant in the early stages and remains so for

• considerable period. However, its effect becomes the

predominant factor during the later stages of flight.

It is obvious that if the target is picked-up flying

at higher altitude crless range, the curve corresponding

to the target motion effect will shift to the left,

(c) The resultant angular velocity due to the combined

effects of the initial conditions and the target movement

is such that it reduces initially at a rapid rate

(upto Oil 8 secs.), maintains a constant rate for a

certain period (upto 16secs.) and then starts reducing

again rapidly under the influence of target motion.

(d) In the field of view, the missile-pilot , (if he were not

to apply any guidance signals), T«dll perceive the

missile entering/ climbing his view from tile bottom

in the vertical plane, and moving initially at a very

rapid rate, cross his IDS (the centre of the binocular

graticule ) at +2 seconds after launch, continue to

move up at a progressively reducing rate ( exponential )

,

stay steady at the peak value for a while and commence

moving down the field of view at a progressively . increa-

sing rate.
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(e) 'liie effect in the x-plane is expected to he similar

except that the effect of relative target movement will

UOT he there as the target is assumed to he directly

approaching (NOT being a crosser target.)

(f) Some interesting and very significant deductions are

drawn from para (c) above for the optimum guidance and

system performance. Guidance of the missile to the

target LOS is difficult as well as critical during

the first 8 secs, of missile launch (known as the

Gathering phase), if a missile -pilot has 'gathered'

the missile on to his LOS during this phase, then

maintaining it in coincidence with the LOS thereafter

is relatively easy upto 16 secs., after udiich again

the guidance will become difficult. Thus, a very

important conclusion that can he drawn is that it is

the gathering phase guidance which the missile-pilot

must he intensively trained for .

Moreover, the target must he picked up early

hut a missile should he fired only at the optimum range

(8EM in this case) so that the Interception takes place

between 10-16 secs, after launch for ideal ^stem

performance. Early/ late firing of missile, both situations

create conditions for diffici^lt guidance and require higher

calibre of skill and acumen from the missile-pilot for a

successful engagement.
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Tile importance of the deductions drawn particularly

foi* para (f) above is thit the results obtained tally

exactly with the tactical performance guidelines given in
the

the literature of^classified actual weapon system, based

on which the case study was carried out.

This fact is assuring and validates the analytic,

results obtained .(including approximations taken) so far,.

3»8 MISSILE KIMATICS DUB. TO GUHANGB

The missile-pilot senses the angular error between

his lOS to the target and to the missile both in the pitch

and the yaw planes » and applies corrective commands through

the BO (again both in pitch and yaw) f which effectively

deflect the respective control-surfaces of the missile

appropriately to produce aerodynamic forces s,uch as. to

produce lateral accelerations in the respective planes.

Since the control in the two pla-nes, pitch and yaw, is

identical and independent of each other, a general analysis

valid for both planes will be taken up. The analysis is

being carried out for zero initial-conditions.

The lateral acceleration ’a’ in polar coordinates

(R,0 ) is given by the standard differential equation as

R.d^e dR d0 d^R
= “dF“ dT"

*

"dt“

Since the forward acceleration of the missile during the

coasting phase is zero.
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Hence a
R.d^O

dt^

d^R

dt ^
= 0

2 .
dR

dt d-fc

= R.w + 2 uw

where ir - angular acceleration

w - arigular velocity

dR
and u - average velocity - —

^

or w a'-2aw
(5.18)

Satstituting R cf ut in the above equation, the same

can he exp:‘essed as a linear differential equation

•w + (2/t).-w!=a/(ut)

liie solution of this equation yields

¥ = —
.

I

a.t,dt. (3.19)
ut^ ^ J

wlaexe is the time at which acceleration command

’a’ is applied . The acceleration command may he of the

nature of a step-input or a time varying function.

Equation (3.19) establishes the relation between the

lateral acceleration produced by the control-surfaces of the
# .

missile and the angular velocity sensed hy the missile-pilot

in eihlier plane, pitch or yaw.

513ae command signals applied hy a human operator are

intrinsically of the nature of a train of randomly applied
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steps; wiiich.( presuming that no range-compensation is

incorporated in the signal processing) will generate corres-

ponding step accelerations (lateral ) in the missile. Thus,

the kinematic response to such type of acceleration commands

is of interest, and are analysed further.

3*8.1 Einematics Response to a Step Input Command.

Considering a simple ease,where a single step ’a’yis

applied at time t = and presuming that no command was

given prior to this,

t

1w =
ut'

a.t. dt = a
iu

-. [l-
T-

] ( 3 . 20 )

T,

Ihe normalized angular velocity [ w/(a/2u)] is shown

plotted in Fig. 3.8 for various values of during the

normal fli^t period . Ihe characteristics of the response

can he summarized as follo’^rs:

(a) Ihe initial value at t=T^ is zero.

(h) The final value w^ = a/2u.

and (c) The rise time t = 2, IT.,
r JL

Thus, the rise-time is a dependent function of T^, the

time of application of command and hence the range of the

missile at that time.

looking at the problem from the point of view of the

missile-pilot, he sees a different kinematic response for the

same command at various staged of the missil^ jf;^i^;i:^,p||l^e

CENT'kAL IJBRARY'

i* 45725.
Aoc. Mo,
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response becomes progressively sluggish as the time of flight

or the range of the missile increases.

3.8.2. Kinematic Response to a Series of Step Inputs

In previous sub-section, a simple single command step-

input was considered. In reality, however, the missile-pilot

shall be applying a series of random pulses as shown in

fig. 3.9 • There may be occa|(sions, particuIan ly at long

ranges, when the steady-state w due to the previous input

step has not been achieved and the next step is applied.

In such cases, the initial value of w shall significantly

affect the response.

(,a) Case assuming steady state *w* is achieved before
application of next command

Considering the first two steps applied at t = T^ and

t = T2 , then from equations (3»19) and (3.20)* for t Tg

w = ——— + —~— .

2u t^

With the initial-condition that

,/2u at t = T-,W = u~jl2

6a
c = _ ^ . T|

where 6a = and 'c' is a constant of integration,

and hence

w
^2

2u

Thus, in general

. [ 1 - 4®-
T|

] for t > T
2

w = » [ 1
T®

2u (3.21)
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I'Tliere a - current command step input at t = T

and 6a - step change in command at time t = T;.

(h) Case assuming steady-sta,te' is NOT achieved

Then,
BU-n

and

w =

w =

2u

^2

2u

m 2

. [ 1 -
] for T^ 4 t ^ T.

c
"
2
“ for t ^ T

2

t;

where c = - —^ . [ a
2

" 1"’ —
) ] •

*

1^2

aip T^ 2 an -n
Hence Wo = “v: . [ 1 ~~

• (1“ —^.(1 ^ ))]

T!

2u

In general, 2

w = -f— . [ 1-^( 1 - Cl- -V )) ] ( 3 - 22 )^ u ^2 ci rj\2

where a - current command step applied at t = T

t t

and a -- previous command step applied at t = T

Thus, the kinematic response in reality and the

most general case becomes more complex.

3.9 GOMMAHD SHAPIH&-RAHGE GOMPBHSATIOH

Necessity

As brou^t put in the inferences of section 3»8»1»

the missile-pilot senses different kinematic behaviour of the

missile for the same oommah-d at different stages of missile

fli^t. The response becomes progressively sluggish as the

time of flight/ range of the missile increases. This
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Practical Limitations for Ideal Realization

Ideal range compensation is difficult to

realize because of the problems of amplifier saturation

and the requirement of time varying gain of the

amplifier. Generally , compensation is -provided for

the most critical period of guidance i.e. the

gathering phase, and a fixed compensation is given

for the subsequent period. Thus, there is always

some uncompensated element and there is a lag in

the missile response, though at a much reduced

scale.

Case Study for Bange Compensation

To have quantitative assessment of the

technique used and to evaluate its effectiveness

for range compensation;, the hardware used in an

actual system has been studied, both analytically

as well as by simulation (PACTOLUS) on IBM 7044;

in conjt^tion with the kinematic equation. First,

the caise-study for range compensation alone is

discussed



3.9.1 Case' Study-Ranffe Gompensation Alone

Snail signal analysis was carried out for the range

compensation circuitory used in a particular guidance

system. Ihe output e^ corresponding to a step-input

applied at t=T^ is given hy

50. E.

e. 200

1 +100[l-(l-m).e
-,m( t-T-j_)

]-[l-(l-n).e
-20n(t-l-,)

(3.27)

•m’ and *n' are real numbers f whose values decrease in

discrete steps upto the system gathering time and then

remain constant. ( In the actual system, this is achieved

by increasing the time-const ants of two RC low-pass filters,

in a step by step manner. The low-pass filters constitute

the feed-back loop of a EC amplifier having a fixed gain

of 50.)

The following inferences are drawn from expression

(3,r27):

(a) The initial value e^^ of the output at t=T^ is given

by
50, B.

(3.28)
®oi

~ ~ l-Ubt) mn

Since the values of 'm* and ’n’ are determined by

time T^; the initial magnitude of the output is

determined by the amplitude of the command input and
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the time it is applied.

(b) The maximum value of the output is attained at t=T^.

This implies that the initial value is also the

maximum value.

(c) The final value of the output, e^^ is given

approximately by

• (3-29)

This implies that the final value •f the output

settles down to half the value of the input command,

(d) The output ,during the intervening period between

the initial value and the final value,is exponential

in nature with its time-constant increasing with

time, due to the variation in values of m and n.

To verify the above analytical deductions, step-

input response of the range-compensation unit was studied

by computing the values of e^ for different values of

applied at different values of T^ from expression

(3»27), by using techniq_ues of both FORTRAN 17 programming

and simulation by PACTOLUS software package. The qualita-

tive nature of the response obtained is shown in KLg.

3.11(a). The effect of limiting the output , ( as is

done in the actual hardware) is also depicted in the same

figure , and separately in Elg . 3. UCh )

.

The part of the response marked as 'DEMAND STORAGE',

Cwhich in effect it practically represents) is clearly a
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function of the amplitude, and the instant of appli-

cation of the step-input command.

Thus, the nature of the range-compensated output

conforms to the general q;Ualitative requirements, outlined

earlier and deduced from the kinematics behaviour of the

missile.

3 . 9.2 Case gtudy-Bffeot of Range Compensation on Missile

Kinematic Behaviour

The case study was further extended to study the

effect of range compensation, as implemented in the hard-

ware of an actual system, on the kinematic behaviour of the

missile.

The general kinematio equation as derived in section

3*8 was

w
1

ut^
.t .dt

,

(J.I9)

The acceleration '‘a® in the above expression, after

shaping for range-compensation, is a time-varying function

determined by the output computed from expression (5«27).

By substituting expression (3.27) for a(t) in (3.19)

(ignoring the effect of intervening missile servos and

the aerodynamic function), and using approximate analysis,

it was found that the resulting angular velocity 'w‘

consisted of infinite series of terms, which can be
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comlDined together as follows

If
normal Kinematic 1

[
Infinite series of

“W" = 1L Response due to
j

[’ Unshaped' command
+ f compensation terms

[ as f (T'^,t)

The factor (introduced by virtue of Eqn. (3,29))

is insignificant, as apparently it is taken care of by a

gain of 2 in the missile-servos . The compensation terms

consist of infinite series of exponential expressions,

with reducing amplitude; and are determined by the instan-

taneoB values of 'm’ and 'n’, referred to earlier; and

are therefcxTe, functions of T^ and t.

Thus, the kinematic response of the shaped acceleration

commands is the normal response to the unshaped commands
^

to which compensation is added as function of T^ and t

To validate the above analytical results ; the earlier

PAOTOIiITS simulation for range compensation was coupled

with the analogue model for the kinematic expression »

and the response for various values of applied at

different instants of time T^, was obtained. The results

conformed to the analytical results, A salient feature,

which emerged as a result of the simulated study, was

that the compensation was never complete. It only

improved the kinematic response by reducing its lag. More-

over, the amount of compensation deteriorated as the time

T^ was delayed.
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3.1G
.

QQMMAKD. SHAPIM PQR MODIJIUS LIMIT I

The aim of modulus limiting has already been

explained in qualitative terms in Chapter II. Referring

to Rig. 5 ‘ 12 , the circle in the transverse plane repre-

sents an ideal modulus-limiter. The shaded area represents
analysed , ,

the^permissible range for the acceleration commands under

modulus limiting in the same actual existing system^

as already mentioned.

3.11 ABRODYITAMIOS- TRAITSFlE-FUITCTlON

No endeavour has been made in the present study

to go into details of the aerodynamics involved. The

results quoted in a classified literature have been taken

for granted. In any case, quantitative case study is

not feasible in absence of data for the profile cross-

section of the control-surfaces.

In general, the input-output relationship in terms

of lateral acceleration produced per unit angular

deflection of control surface is taken as

,2

= \o
1 + s + K. s'

i.

1 + s + K
2

c 3.3.0)

where H
^

is the d-c gain and K
2 ' ^3 ^4

are real co-efficients determined by aerodynamic factors,

and are such that they produce two pairs of complex zeros

and poles. The complex poles determine the natural
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frequency of the missile.

3 . 12 COMMAND LIM AND MISSILE SBRVO

S

The guidance and servo-control system has already

been described briefly in Chapter II, The electro-

hydraulic system generally used for the position control

of the angular rotation of control surfaces will produce

two time-constant s > such that the transfer function

giving the angular deflection of the control surfaces

per unit input command to the servo- amplifier is of the

form

H. ( 3 .31 )

°° (1 +I,s ) (1 + Kga)

where is DC gain of the system. and Kg are the

time-constants determined by the components of the

electro-hydraulic system. As only qualitative details

of the servo—system were available, no detailed analysis

for a case study could be carried out.

5.13 COMMAND SHAPIKC FOR SYMTHETIO RATE DAMPINC ( SRD)

As mentioned earlier, to avoid lateral rate gyro

in the missile? the command signals are shaped in the

ground equipment such that at frequencies equal to or

in vicinity of the weather-cock/natural frequency of the

missile, the response is dampened. The importance of

SRD becomes significant as the weather-cock frequency
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of the missiles, as determined by the poles of H ,(s)
cl

given by Bqn. (3*30)* is of the range 2-4 Hz, and the

thumb movement of the missile~pilot to produce commands

Can excite these frequencies during guidance. A notch-

filter is usually used to achieve the simulated effect

of rate gyro

.

The general form of the required T.P, is as

follows

:

^SRD
=

1 -f- s +• K
2

s
^

1 -f S 4r Zg S®
(3.32)

Since frequencies in vicinity of wSather-cock

frequency are also required to be dampened , therefore a=l/

Q

need not be large* making the circuit less critical.

Case Study for Synthetic Rate Dafliping

The circuitry used in the ground equipment was

analysed. A DC amplifier with high gain is used with RC

filters in the input and feed-back cirCuits . The T.P,

of this, is given by

1 + .014s + .0029s^
H(s) = T ( 3 . 33 )

1 + .092s + ,0028s^

This gives f ^ 2 . 9c/s , iwhich tallies with the value ,

°the
specified in/literature for the equipment, a is oaloulfeted

to be 0487 for this;
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3.14 GOMBII^D SRD AND ABRODYNAMIG TRAFSPER-FUM'CTIOIT

As discussed in sections3.11 and 3.13} the natural

frequency of the missile is determined hy the poles of

H (s);u and in fact, the complete numerator term of the

3RD T.F, is the same as the denominator term of the
thus

aerodynamic T.P.? it is^possible to combine the two to

take advantage of the cancellation to give a combined

T.P.

1 + K.;, s + s
^

..,2 ..SJt

1 + KyS + K0S

^

(3.34)

This enables simplification in the simulation

model
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SIMULATIQIT CONSIDERAglOUS’ AM) MpDELLCTG

Having acquired a general background knowledge,

supported by mathematical analysis, of command guided

weapon systems; the present and the subsequent chapters

go on to tackle the primary objective of the study i,e.

to design, develop and fabricate a suitable training-aid

for the simulated training of missile-pilots.

The present chapter discusses the fundamental

simulation problem and its qualitative requirements,

followed by consideration of various factors which influence

the nature of the intended training device. The chapter

then goes on to explore in detail the alternative

simulation schemes of individual functional ingredients of

the complete systems, by considering the relevant factors,

their approximations where applicable and the consequent

logical deductions. Possible techniques for hardware

realization have been indicated, wherever they were

considered relevant. It is towards the end of the chapter

that a clear picture of a feasible overall simulation

model emerges. This simulation model is recommended for

ultimate development and adoption into service. A

laboratory model, based on a limited portion of the
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proposed model, has been saccessfully designed and

fabricated ; and is discussed in the next chapter.

4.1 FUffl)A]yiBnTAL SIMULAIIQ]! HlOBLEM

The objective of the present study is focussed

on the training aspect of the missile-pilot i.e, to

enable him to acquire and improve his standard of pro-

ficiency, in his task of guiding the missile in flight

on to a target successfully, without actually firing a

missile. The main simulation to be performed is»therefore

that of the missile behaviour under guidance control.

In addition^ if may also be necessary to produce a

synthetic target, in case a live target is not readily

available. The simulated missile and the synthetic target

have to be displayed visually by some means, and

obviously the depiction can be achieved by two distinct

spots of li^t. Clearly, the training-aid will then

consist of two major units £-

(a) Simulator Unit :- This will compute and generate

analogue instantaneous co-ordinates of the positions

of the missile and the synthetic target, as

projected on to a 2 dimensional viewing-*plane of

the missile-pilot,

(b) Display Unit? -* This will depict the relative angular

positions of the missile and the target by means of

two spots of light, moving under control of the
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respective analogue voltages generated in the

simulator unit.

Before going into the details of these two- U2iits,

some qualitative requirements and considerations affecting

the nature and type of the intended training device shall

he discussed.

4.2 GBKBRAL QUALITiffllVE REQUIREMEMPS

Some of these are obvious and are true for any

training-aid based on simulation techniques. However » a

few of these are listed be lows

(a) Simulation must be realistic. It is not only the

functional realism, which of course, is essential;

environmental realism is equally important. The

environmental factors include the position and

posture of the trainee, his surrounding equipment,

noise-level, ambient weather conditions, state of

physical and emotional stress levels normally encoun-

tered under actual battle conditions.

(b) The training-aid should inherently cater for progre-

ssive levels of training, (These are discussed

in next section).

(.c) Facility for assessment or performance evaluation

of the trainee, both qualitatively and quantitatively,

is desirable.
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(d) The device must he simple to operate. It must be

portable, rugged, reliable and should require

minimum periodic/preventive maintenance. In general,

it should conform to the usual qualitative require-

ments common to all military hahd-ware.

(e) Concepts of standardization and universality of

equipment should be incorporated as far as possible.

G0IT3IDERATI0H OF PAOTORS lEFlUBHCING THE FilTURE OP
TRaInIITG !)EVldE

The following factors are considered relevant in

influencing the nature of the training device

(,a) Progressive nature of training,

(b) Desirability of having a universal type of

training-aid.

(c) The extent to which ground-equipment can be

associated for simulated training.

(d) tTse of live targets vs. synthetic targets.

These are discussed in the following sub-

sections.

4 , 3.1 Progressive Nature of Training

The training of missile-pilots is envisaged at

three levels

of the flight- controller displac-
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simulated missile response,'

The training device for this phase can 'be used for

testing the aptitude and hence for selection of personnel

to the cadre of missile-pilots > in addition to their

subsequent basic training to improve aptitude and skill

to a basic minimum leveli

The training-aid for this phase need not be accurate

and oriented for any particular weapon system* Por instance

trainees intended for different systems (belonging to the

same class) can be trained on the same training-aid. The

training-aid for this phase is envisaged to be inherently

an indoor (class-room) type of device.

( b) Advanced. Phase

!

This is for a particular system-oriented training

with/without using the ground equipment i' This phase of

training is visualized to be carried out at the training

centres in continuation of their basic preliminary

training, before being posted to the field units.

The training-aid for this phase has to be more reali-

stic to the actual system and precise to the system

characteristics.

(c) Field Haase :

This phase is for 'on job* training of missile-pilots

while serving with active-field parts The training is
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meant to be a continuation training for

(i) Keeping the reflexes sharp,

and (ii) Improvement in skill under actual operating

conditions.

This phase of training should be carried out with

the ground equipment and possibly with live-targets,

where possible.

4.3*2 Universal Kature of the Training Device

Tf'om the foregoing discussion, it may appear

that three types of training-aids are required to be

developed corresponding to the three levels of training

standards. However, on grounds of standardization and

economy? it is desirable to have a universal nature of the

training-aid so that any one of the three modes corres-^

ponding to the training levels can be selected. The

three modes may be designated ass

(a) Basic/ learner training mode (l)

(b) Advanced training mode (.A)

Cc) Field training mode (F)

All subsequent discussion in this chapter shall be

referred to by this nomenclature.

There can be an argument, for stretching the concept

of standardization and universality of the training-aid

further; for incorporating facility for using the same
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device for training of personnel for different weapon

systems belonging to the same class. This is feasible

in L-mode but is not considered justified for application

in A and F modes, on grounds of additional avoidable cost

and complexity of the equipment. As a matter of fact,

this type of universal training-aid will have little

applicability, except perhaps at the training centres.

Thus, it is envisaged that the training-aid to he

developed will be for a particular system only. However,

it is true that a training-aid for another similar system

can be easily designed and fabricated on exactly identical

lines with appropriate changes in the circuit parameters

(R,C values and pot-settings alone). The production

engineering aspect will remain unaltered.

4.3.3 Use of Ground Equipment for Simulated Training

There are confTicting considerations for the use of

ground-equipment being associated with the training-aid.

Its use is desirable from considerations of:

(a) Incorporating realism

(b) Simplifying the hardware of the training device

by taking advantage of the existing hardware

on the ^ound -equipment itself.

The argument against intensive use of ground-

equipment for training is from consideration of equipment

life period. It is a ,fapt. .;fehat more military hardware
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gets damaged or its life-time is reduced due to wear and

tear in training rather than in actual combat operations.

Both the conflicting considerations seem to carry

aMost equal weights; and therefore it is felt that a

compromise solution has to be adopted, limited training

with the actual ground-equipment cannot and should not

be ruled out, and facility for using the training device

with/without the ground-equipment should be incorporated.

This implies that all the ground -equipment hardware,

relevant to command guidance, has to be either repeated or

prefer/ably simulated in the training device for routine

training in A-mode. At the same time, with suitable

switching, the training-aid system should be compatible

for operation with the ground-equipment in F-mode.

4. 3 *4 Use of live Targets vs. Synthetic Targets

It is positively desirable to practise the missile-

pilots against live-targets (from own Ai.r-Porce) using

simulated missile. (The technique of doing this is

outlined under display alternatives). The obvious

advantages of using live targets are:-

(a) Maximum realism, particularly environmental

realism, can be attained under typical combat

conditions. Moreover, the entire crew associated

with the organization of the weapon system,

can be tactically deployed and practised
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accordijog to thoir respective battle -drills,

(b) The hardware for the simulator unit is

simplified in that a synthetic target is not

required to be generated.

The disadvantages of using live targets are:

(a) It is not always possible or convenient to arrange

for practice targets,

(b) The training exercises are expensive in terms

of both money and time.

(c) The display system requires a special optical unit

to superimpose a light spot simulating the missile

over the normal binocular field of view.

Thus, the inference drawn is that it would be

desirable to use live targets, lihe the ground-equipment;

for periodic training in the P-mode;. and routine training

in the A-mode should be carried out with synthetically

generated targets..

Thus, the target simulation in the simulation unit

beoomes imperative, with facility to switch it off while

operating in the P-mode.

4 .4 display systems y

The simulator unit produces instantaneous x-y

co-ordinates of the angular positions of the target and

the missile in terms of 'ahaldgue voltages . The missile
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and the target are required to be displayed in the form

of two visible distinct spots of light moving under the

control of the respective analogue positional outputs of

the simulator unit. Olhe display systems, therefore, has

to be inherently an optical system, which can be realized

in the form of either of the following:-

(,a) CRT display,

(b) An optical pro 3 ection system on a wide screen,

and (c) A special optical system for use with live

targets alone.

Each of these alternatives are discussed below for

their relative merits and demerits.

A significant fact to be noted is that in reality

as the missile recedes from the pilot, it appears to be

smaller in size and in brightness, while the approchhing

target appears to grow in size. It is naturally desirable

to incorporate this feature for effect in the Display

system to bring in realism. The effect can be easily

realized by the intensity modulation of the two spots of

light. This implies that the analogue functions controlling

the intensity modulation of the two spots representing the

missile and the target, must also be generated in the

simulator unit as 2-co-ordinates[ These Z-co-ordinates are

not to be mistaken for the usual implication of Z-co-ordi-

nate in space]. Thus, the guidance simulator is required
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to generate analogue voltages and Xp., Y^, and

corresponding to the x-y angular positions and the

intensity levels of the missile and the target respecti-

vely. The generated analogue voltages are functions of

time commencing from the instant of firing the missile.

4.4.1 GET Disnlav

In principle, a Cathode-Eay luhe with a large

screen such as a TV picture tube, can be used. The x-y

co-ordinates can be fed to two identical channel-amplifiers

having the same gain, appropriate for full utilization

of the screen space. The screen graticules can be calibe-

rated in terms of angular measure per unit analogue

voltage applied. The screen then represents the field of

view of the missile pilot. Alternatively, a CEO can also

be used conveniently with the advantage of the built-in

channel amplifiers. The respective target and missile

co-ordinates can be multiplexed by chopping, and the

multiplexed outputs can be fed as the X(;jro''^GEO

Zqj^.q inputs to a single beam CEO in x-y mode of operation

This would result in two spots corresponding to the

target and the missile positions^ and the produces

the desihed intensity modulation of the two spots. (This

scheme has been actually implemented, and its details are

given in Chapter V)

.
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Thus, an inter-face unit comprising of a muiti-^

plexer is required for CRT. display. The interface for

CRT display shall require identical channel amplifiers

as well. The ad-yantages of this type of display are:

(a) It is simple in principle;

(b) There is minimum complexity of interface-hardware

and hence easy to fabricate,

(o) It is relatively inexpensive. (Any low-cost low-

frequency single beam oscilloscope can be used),

(d) It is ideally suited for indoor training.

(e) No elaborate setting-up arrangements or a specially

designed room is required.

The disadvantages of using CRT display are;

(a) TJhe maximum distance that a trainee can be made to

sit away from the CRT screen, is limited; and

it is unlikely that a binocular sight, can be used

to view the scope screen. This fact steals away

considerable realism, although all other remaining

factors for environmental realism can be produced/'

simulat ed

,

(b) Rue to the relatively small size of the screen

and the consequent reduced scale for the ncrmal

field of view , the target position deviations

from the centre of the field of view are small

during manual target tracking. (This problem is
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discussed further under target simulation). In

effect, the trainee is not praotised in tracking

the target and endeavouring to keep it in the

centre of the field of view; which in reality,

he is required to do simultsaneously with the task

of guidance control; provided the system is liFOT

slaved to a tracking radar.

From the above discussion, it is clear that the

CRO/ CRT display is suitable only for the basic phase of the

training (I-mode), or at most for the early stages of

Advanced training phase.

Another application for this type of display can be

with field units strictly as a refresher or a reflex -

sharpei^ing aid for the missile-pilots, for indoor training

on bad weather days.

4 .4 .2 Optical Rro^iection Display

This system can be visualized to be using a large

soreen/wallf on which a slide representing typical sky

conditions can be projected to create environment.

The missile/-pilot under other normal environmental

conditions ( of position, seat etc.) views the screen

through his binocular sight. The X,Y,Z- co-ordinates

generated in the simulator unit are fed to two independent

optical units, one, .each for .the missile and the target.
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These two optical units project two distinct spots of

light which are superimposed over the background scenes

and move in accordance with the analogue voltages produced

by the simulator under the guidance commands as applied

through the P.C.

advantages of this system ore:

(a) It is realistic as both the disadvantages of the

CRT display system are overcome to a large extent.

(b) It provides an indoor training facility, with

synthetic targets.

The disadvantages are:

is
(a)Th6 hardware required^relatively complex and elaborate.

(b) It requires special setting up of a room^ and renders

the system as a static installation, and therefore,

makes it unsuitable for training in field.

Hence for intensive and advanced level of training

(A-mode) , this system seems to be the ideal for use at

the training centres.

4.4.3 Optical System Por Use With lave Targets

In this system, it is envisaged that the missile

is simulated by a spot of light, which is superimposed

on the binocular field of view of the missile -pilot such

that the missile—pilot will see the actual live target

and a spot of light' siDWlallng the missile movements in

behaviour and dem^
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The relative merits and demerits of this system

have already been discussed under section 4.3.4.

This type of display system is suited for training

in field, where there is a possibility of availability of

live targets (e.g. locations near own air-fields); and

at the same time where the facilities for optical

projection display cannot be made available.

4*5 TAR&ET SIMULATION

The relevant parameters of a target for generation

of synthetic target -trajectories are its range, speed,

bearing and elevation.

Target simulation is to be considered separately for

the initial values of the parameters at the time of

launch-, and the dynamic values during the encounter

4.5.1 Simulation for Target Initial Conditions

The initial values of the target bearing and

elevation at the time of firing the missile are important

for determining the mi ssile-kinematios behaviour due to

the initial launch conditions. (Reference section 3 . 5 ).

The ran^ and the speed of the target, at the time of

missile launch, determine the Engagement Time. . The

Engagement time is the approximate time-interval between

the instant of missile-launch and the time the missile

and the target are likely 'to intercept.. If the target

is directly approkcik%;#t'fe«^Wt Manoeuvring, ,
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then,

Engagement time
+ V

0

where is the initial target slant range

>

and Vgi, are the respective target and missile

speeds.

Thusr the initial value settings of the target

hearing and elevation are essentially linked with missile

simulationf while the target initial range and its speed,

in terms of engagement time, are important for the

timing and control functions in the simulator unit.

The initial values for the target hearing,

elevation and the engagement time can he conveniently set

with front-panel potentiometers in hardware realization;

4.5.2 Simulation for Target lynamic Conditions

While considering target simulation under dynamic

conditions, the following aspects are to he kept in

mind :•

(a). The target motion in space is perceived as its

projection on a 2-dimensional viewing plane (, as

defined earlier in Chapter III).

(h) The liOS of the missile-pilot follows the target?

and with ideal tracking, the target should he seen

always at the centre of the field of view, in

almost immohile st^te. However, due to inherent

inconsistenbies fh tEtanual tracking of the
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target, the target will appear to he moving around

the centre of the field of view. Even, if the sight-

arm is slaved to a tracking radar, looked on to the

target', the target will pi'actically never appear

to be stationary at the centre of the field of

view.

(c) With passage of time, as the target approaches,

it appears to increase in size,

(d) Ihe target simulation under dynamic conditions is

influenced by the nature of display system used.

As discussed earlier in section 4.8.1, the GRO

display gives little opportunity for practising

target tracking. Consequently , only limited random

movement of the simulated target on the scope around

the centre of the screen is required to depict the

target motion during the ergagement period.

However, with the optical projection type of display,

target tracking is possible; and it is desirable to simulate

common likely target trajectories (as projected on to the

2-dimensional viewing plane).

In either case of display, the target trajectory

simulation can be effected by feeding analogue voltages

corresponding to the instantaneous X^, positions of the
a

target (with reference to the x-y axes) from^pre-pro grammed

tape. A number of rewr%^;can b.e',m^de for. typical
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likely trajectories ^which can cater for Tarious standards/

levels of training and the types of display used ( i.e.

the CRO display or the optical projection type).

Alternatively, approximate and yet effective

simulation can he achieved by the manual control of the

target position by the Instructor, through two potentio-

meters ( for the pitch and the yaw movements) on the

front-panel of the simulator. In fact, the instructor

can consider himself to be the pilot of the attacking

aircraft and play the' war game* with the trainee to

impart advanced training for tackling manoeuvring targets.

Hhe increasing size of the target, with passage

of time during the engagement, can be simulated for both

the CRT and the optical projection displays, by intensity

modulating the spot of light by a positive slope ramp ’

function.

Target manoeuvring for advanced training can be

simulated for effect, by introducing JITTER, the

magnitude of which can be controlled from a front panel

potentiometer control by the instructor.

4.6 MISSIVE SIMULATION

Missile simulation, irrespective of the type of

display used, req,uires generation of analogue voltages

corresponding to instantaneous positions of the

missile on the viewing plane. Another function is
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required to be generated for tlie intensity modulation of

the simulated missile-snot for effecting the decreasing

brightness of the missile flares as it recedes avray with

t ime

.

The instantaneous positions of the missile are

governed by its kinematic behaviour due to the combined

influence of the following:-

(,a) Initial missile launch conditionst

(.b) Relative missile motion due to the forward

motion of the target

and (c) Guidance oommands.

Bach of these have been discussed analytically ’in

detail in Chapter and their mathematical models in

general terms are known. The subsequent sub-sections deal

x^ith the discussion of these from the point of view of

their further approximation and simulation,

4,6.1 Simulation for Initial launch Conditions

Before time t^ i.e. the time when the missile

crosses over the ICS, the missile is under state of

acceleration and roll; and' the expressions (3*15) and (3*14)

of Chapter III are not valid. In fact, this interval of time

upto t^ is not of significance for the present simulation

problem, as the missile-pilot, in any case, cannot exercise

any guidance control upto this instant. Thus, precise

j .
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simulation of the missile trajectory upto time t^ is

really not necessary, and approximate techniques can be

used to produce the effect for the following facts;:-

(a) The missile takes off from the Launcher

after a certain delay (corresponding to the

count-down time of the system firing sequence)

after the pressing of the Piring-trigger

.

(b) The missile appears in the field of view,

always from below ( for targets above the

ground level, which is mostly the case) in the

vertical plane; and from ri^t/left in the

horizontal plane depending on the direction

of approach (bearing) of the target.

(c) The missile crosses the centre of the field

of view at time t . This is an important
0

quantitative constraint for realization.

After time t , the missile velocity and its attitude
0

remain, in the uniform steady state conditions, and

expressions (3.13) and (3.14) become applicable. However,

in the li^t of inferences drawn in sections 3.5.4, 3*6

and 3.7 it was noted that is a logarithmic function

of fJight-time multiplied by a factor (dsinB^/R^) whose

magnitude is a function of B_ - the target bearing at

the time of missile launch. The maximum varj-ation in the

magnitude of this fact,or is ± which is a small
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quantity (d R ) . Also, it was noted that •© is ao y
similar logarithmic function of fli^t-time multiplied hy

a factor ( Jr. h /R^), xfhich is practically a small constant

quantity ( h'^~4R^), independent of E and B .O S S

Thus, with the foregoing discussion and reference

to fig. 3»7 for the case study carried out in section

3-7; it can be inferred that the missile trajectory due

to the initial launch conditions is essentially a problem

of curve-fitting for 9 and 0 under the constraints
A y

specified above. The qualitative nature of curves is shown

in Pig. 4.1» in which the effect of initial target

elevatlon( discussed in next sub-section) is also

depicted. 0 is a fixed curve for a particular system
«/

specifications of h' , R , t etc., whereas 0 is a
vJ U -cV

family of curves corresponding to various values of

initial target bearings B^.
o

Possible Techniques of Realization

The simulation of missile behaviour under its

initial launch conditions, thus boils down to the

problem of generating analogue functions 0^ and 0^ as

shown in Pig. 4.1. The nature of the curves show

striking similarity to the typical step-input response

of low-pass filters, and thereby suggest a very simple

and convenient method for their realization in hardware.

^

' ;
.

. J;-
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initial value is determined in

magnitude and polarity by the initial target bearing

setting on the corresponding front-panel potentiometer

control. The delay—time, the RC time— constant and the

aiming potential of the LP filter can be then so

adjusted, so as to meet the constraint of time t^ and

approximate the general pattern of the curve.

0y can be generated in a similar manner, with

the difference that it has a fixed initial value and its

delay—time, time-constant and aiming potential remain

independent of the initial conditions.

In fact, the combined value of 0 talcing the

effect of initial target elevation on relative missile

motion into account (discussed in next sub-section), can

be recognized as a step input response of a band-pass

filter ? and can be generated by this technique by

keeping the lower-cut-off frequency f^^ fixed according

to the system parameters ( h /B.^) and upper- cut-off

frequency f
2 as a dependent function of the initial target

elevation setting on a potentiometer control,
.

4.6,2 Simulation for Relative Missile Motion due to
the Target Moiion

From the analysis in CSiapter III, it was inferred

that the relative missile motion in the vertical plane
I

due tfco the targets forirsP^d movement remains insignificant
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during the early stages of engagement, but becomes the

predominant factor in the later stages for a particular

t aa get speed and hei^it above ground, Prom the case study

of section 3 *7, it was deduced that the effect of picking,

up the target at higher elevation implies the shifting,

of the curve to the left. (Refer Pig. 3. 6,,3..7 and 4.1)

The nature of the curve can be approximated by a parabolic

curve. It is t» be noted that under the stipulated

constraints on .the nature of the target trajectory by the

system characteristics, there is little effect on missile

kinematics in the horizontal plane, as discussed in

section 3»6. •

Possible Techniques for Implementation

(,a) As already suggested, the combined value of ^ due

to initial launch conditions and target movement

can be generated as a stop-input response of a

band -pass filter.

(b) Alternatively, the function can be independently

generated as a

(i) step-input response of a. high-pass filter

^

or(ii) ramp-input response of a low-pass filter.

In each case, the time-constant is required to be

a function of the Initial target elevation setting.
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^ ^ ^ of Fiisslle Behaviour Under O-uldanGe

This part of simulation is most significant from

th© point of view of the training of the missile—pilots •

The nature, the degree of precision and realism required

to he incorporated for this simulation are determined hy

the factors already discussed in the earlier part of this

chapter. The consideration of these factors had led to a

3-tier concept of the simulation models corresponding to

the L,A and P-modes as indicated earlier. Thus, the

simulation model, for the missile behavior under guidance

are also to be considered in the light of their cappro-

priateness for these modes.

Prom the study of the block '-diagrams for the guidance

and control loop, both in the ground-equipment as well

as on the missile; the missile guidance signal path can

be considered to be the P.C, followed by a single

block, hereafter referred to as the transfer-function

block (T.P, block). The T.P. block comprises of transfer-

functions (T.P, ) in cascade corresponding to:

(a) Supply frequency filter

(b) Command shaping due to R ange compensation.

(c) Command shaping due to Modulus limiting.

(d) Command shaping due to Synthetic rat© damping

(SRD)'

(e) Command link pd Missile servos
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(f) Aerodynamics function

(g) Missilo kinematics.

The Flight-controller being the heart of the entire

guidance system, is inevitably required to be duplicated

or simulated for the L and A-modes; whereas in the

P-mode, the P.O. of the ground-equipment itself can be

used. Similar inferences can be drawn for the supply

frequency filter also, as it is functionally associated

with F.C.

The T.P. for the Command link and' Missile servos

as given by expression 5.31 is required to be simulated

for all the three modes. Tho simulation modelling for

the remaining functions of the T.P. block is to be

considered with regard to their inter-relationships, which

as will be observed subsequently, will lead to some

interesting and significant deduction's and thereby

simpli^jr tho simulation models.

Definite functional relations exist between command

shaping for range compensation and missile-kinematics^

range compensation and modulus limiting? and S.R.D.

and the aerodynamic function. These are being discussed

below, followed by a summary of the deduced alternative

model possibilities and their possi4i^^e realization

techniques.
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4 •6.3.1 Range Oompensation and Missile Kinemptlp.H

In diaptsei* 11, ii: was seen 1:119,1:; Ih.© conimand. signal

was required to be ’shaped’ for range compensation because

of the inherent nature of the missile kinematics when

projected on to a 2-dimensional viewing plane. If ideal

range compensation is provided in the grourd-equipment

then the time dependent lagging characteristic of the

missile kinematics would be complete!^ neutralized. In

other words, analytically the transfer-functions for

range compensation and the missile-kinematics will cancel

off; and the simulation model can do away with both the

transfer functions for the range-compensation as well as

the kinematics function. Unfortunately, as mentioned in

Chapter III, complete compensation is never possible

because of hardware limitations, and a small uncompensated

element is always present, which from the case study of

an actual i^stem, was found'to be again time dependent.

In view of the above, the following strategies

could be adopted for the simulation model:

(a) For use in conjunction with the ground-equipment

such as in the F-mode, the complete kinematic T.F.

as given by eqn. (3*19) is required to be simulated,

as the range compensation is inherent in the

ground-equipment . *

,
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(b) With, %-nthetic targets for advanced training (A-mode),

either

(i) Both transfer-functions corresponding to

the Range compensation (as determined by the

actual hardware used in the ground equipment)

and the Kinematics function (3.19)can be

simulated f

or (ii) A function corresponding to the uncompensated

kinematic function (determined anaiytically

or by computer simulation) can be generated.

Alternative (b) (ii) is desirable if the

simulation model is to be made exclusively

for A-mode operation. However, for a universal

type of simulation, approach (b) (i) is to be

preferred on grounds of hardware economy.

(c) An approximate simulation, such as suitable for

Ii-mode, can be effected by eliminating the range

compensation and aillowing a small fixed delay

corresponding to the uncompensated kinematic function.

4. 6. 3-2 Range Gompensation and Modulus limiting

Wrom the block diagram in Rig. 2. 5,it is seen that

Modulus-limiting is done after shaping the signal for

range—compensation. It is observed that, but for the

shaping for range—compensation, modulus limiting could
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ii 3,V8 bssn fline 1/3. oHally ach.ievsd. in a nione convsnieiib and.

simple manner at the F.C. level itself. The guidance

signals during range compensation suffer time varying non—

linear gains ,and thereby necessitate modulus-limiting to

be resorted to after this stage.

Thus, if the simulation model eltoinates the range

compensation T.P. as per discussion earlier ( in I-mode),

the modulus-limiting block can also be eliminated,

provided the simulated P.G. is designed in a manner to cater

for modulus-limiting. In Aj-mode, the modulus-limiting is

required to be incorporated after range compensation block

In P-mode, the actual hardware of the ground-equipment

itself can be used.

4.6. 5*3 S.R.D. and Aerodynamic Function

The co-relation between SRD and aerodynamic function

has been established in the previous chapter itself under

section 3*14; and Eqn. (3*34) was deduced as the combined

T.F. for both.

The combined T.F. of (3.34) is convenient for

simulation for all three modes, including the F-mode. ‘

Although, the SID hardware of the ground-equipment itself can

be and should be used in F-mode f but for a universal type

of model, it will lead to the requirement of a separate

aerodynamics block and hence will result in avoidable
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circui'fc duplicatioiii and complsxi'fcy , For a niodelj exclusiirely

for P-mode, the ground-eqaipment SRD can be used and

aerodynamic function can then be simulated corresponding to

the f.P. given in expression (3.30).

4. 6. 3*4 Summary of Simulation-Models for Missile G-uidanoe

The deductions made so far in this section can best

be summarized by the respective block-diagrams for each

type of mode of operation as done in Fig. 4.2. It is to be

noted that two identical channels are required for the

pitch and the yaw planes.

4*6. 3*5 Possible Realization Technique

It is observed that all the blocks in the simulation

models have T.P« of the nature of quadratic filter sf and

therefore eacdi one of these can be simulated by the

standard design techniques for multiple-feed back, or

V0?S types of filters. For staredardization, it is desirable

to use only one type of filters.

4.7 MI30BIiLAEB0U3 FEATURES

This section deals with a desirable feature i.e.

performance evaluation of the trainees, and a necessary

feature i.e. the timing and control functions associated

with the simulator and display units.
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'.7.1 Performance Evaluation

Performance evaluation is a very desirable feature

to be incorporated in the training device, not only for the

instinictor to assess the trainees; but also for the

psychological satisfaction of the trainees themselves after

each practice engagement. The feature should further

enable both qualitative and quantitative assessments.

The quantitative assessment is required as a measure of

proficiency for testing, grading and maintaining records

of the trainees; whereas the qualitative assessment may be

adequate for routine practice.

Prom the case study of section 3 . 1 , it was inferred

that it is the gathering phase which is the most crucial

period for guidance; and therefore emphasis is required for

intensive training of missile-pilots for this phase in

particular. Thus, the time tetken by a trainee to* gather'

the missile is important, and further a measure of the time

he keeps it 'gathered* during the engagement period is

again significant. It stands to reason that an improvement

in these timings will obviously, increase the probability

of mqki -ng a successful interception with the target.

The criterion for 'fathering ’is that

(2^
*“ = 0).AIID. (Tij — TTjj = 0 )

where and , % are the x-y co-ordinates
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corresponding to the instantaneous positions of the target

and the missile respectively.

The criterion for 'HH '/-MISS' deoleloa-ioaking is that

the missile must be gathered at the instant of end of

engagement time, which is the expected time of interceptioJ"'£

the target. Talcing cognizance of the proximity—fuze in

the mrssile# if * P* be the maximum effective range of the

fuze f then the Gathering criterion at the end of engagement

time is modified to the condition

The performance evaluation feature can be practically

realized in a number of alternative ways using logic gates,

gated clock pulses and counters, strip- chart recordings and

lamp indications etc.

4-7.2 Timing and Control Functions

Prom the study of the system, it is seen that a

complete engagement encounter is a time-bound sequential

operation. Thus, any simulation endeavour will require a

timing clock to be switched on at the time of pressing the

firing trigger, and reset at the end of engagement time.

MoreovCT*, in practical hardware realization of -the

various functions required to be generated; certain gate

pulses may be required to be j^oduced to act as control

pulses .
' Thus, a timing anf .

is inevitably



required to be associated with the simulator unit.

•:-3 0Vimall block simuiatiqtj Mnn-RT,

irom all the foregoing discussion in this chapter i

p.n overall block simulation model for the intended training-

aid can be deduced.

Prom the review of the factors considered and the

deductions drawn for each one of them, the following salient

facts emanates '

(a) Lo achieve the aim of progressive training, a 5-tier

system, corresponding to the learner , Advanced and

Field levels of training is desirable.

(b) Correspondingly , three alternative simulation models

are feasible; each one being appropriate to the

requirements of precision, and realism for the

intended level of training.

(c) Similarly, there are three feasible display systems;

each one being compatible to one of the three possible

simulation schemes* ,

Thus, there is a choice of making three independent

training-aids .appropriate to the three levels of training;

or to have a single universal type of simulator unit, which

will comprise of all three simulation models corresponding

to the Learner (L), Advanced (A) and Field (F) levels of

training; and any one of these models can he selected hy a

common ‘MODS SBLBOTI0H and coupled to .the
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A decision on selection of the choice given above is

a debatable issue- However, the following factors in^ this

regard are worth noting for the simulator unit:

(a) There is a large quantum of hardware common to all

the three models.

(b) The variation among the three models is small and a

change-over from one model to the other can be

realized by a single multi pie-wafer switch.

Thus, there is a possibility of combining all the

three models into one universal type model with the

additional advantages of achieving standardization of

equipment and flexibility of application, without incurring

any significant complexity to the equipment or addition to

the cost.

The universal type of model is, therefore, recommended

for ultimate development and adoption into service. A

sohomatic block diagram of such a model is. given in ELg. 4.3.

The switching required for selection of mode 1, A or P ,

corresponding to the learner, Advanced or field levels of

training, has boon included to emphasise the simplicity

of the operation-
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To check and establish the credibility .and the

feasibility of the simulation model developed in the last

chapter, a laboratory model corresponding to the L-mode of

the proposed simulation model has been successfully

designed and fabricated; along with a Plight-controller,

compatible with the original flight-controller of an

existing system.

This chapter deals with the design and the hardware

implementation of the P.G, and the Command Guidance

Simulator, Conventional operational Amplifier Circuitry

has been used throughout the system, for which standard

design techniques exist; and therefore, no endeavour has ..

been made to include any design derivations or calculations.

For the simulator design, a few system parameters are

required to be assumed/known. These parameters have been

adopted trcm a typical existing system, and are given

in Appendix *0* *

After briefly mentioning the general qualitative

considerations i:

fabrication, the
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by the desif!:n considerations and brief circuit description

of each constituent block.

5 •! SPHSIdJgRAy IONS FOR DBSIGI AMD PABRIOATIOF

The following general considerations have been kept

in mind as the guiding factors for the design and fabrica-

tion:-

(a) Standardization of circuits and components, with

an aim towards simplicity of equipment and reductiom

of the subsequent inventory of spares required

for maintenance.

(b) Built-in reliability by selection of suitable devices
of

components and application;/ conservative design

techniques.

(c) Convenient maintenance e.g. accessibility and

location of vital components like trim-pots et c

;

aids for quick fault-diagnosis, facility for in-

circuit testing of sub-units.

(d) Base and simplicity of operation for the users and

incorporation of fail-safe systems.

(e) Cost of the equipment conmiensQrat e with the

requirements of reliability and functional

requirements.

Considerations for the reduction in weight and size

have not been given much attention for the development of
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the laboratory model. These can be taken care of, without

compromising the other considerations, during the proto-

type development stage,

5*2 SYSrm BLOCK DIAGRAM

The complete training-aid as developed consists of

three units

(a) Plight-controller

(b) Command Guidance Simulator

and (c) GRO for display.

A 2 -channel strip-chart recorder is optional for

recording the performance of trainees.

The Plight-Controller is a device designed and

fabricated such that it is functionally compatible to

the original device, (used with the actual system simulated),

using an entirely different principle.

The Command Guidance Simulator is essentially the

hardware implementation of the I-mode operation of the

overall universal type of simulation-model, developed

and recommended for ultimate adoption into service, in the

last chapter* Bie display interface required for CRT

display has been incorporated within the simulator unit

for convenience.

Pig. 5.1 shows the hlock diagram of the Command

Guidance Simulator;



FIG.

5.1

BLOCK

DUVGBaM-CO>fikiflq>

GOIPANGE

SIMULATOB

(FABBIGATBD)
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printed circuits. The block diagram can be eub-dirided

into tho following sub-unit 31-

( a ) Plight - Contr0Her

(b) TP block

(c) Function generator for initial conditions

and relative target movement

( d ) Target simulat or

(e) Intensity modulator

(f> GRT Display interface

(g) Performance evaluation

(h) Timing and control

(!) Power supply.

Sach of these sub-units is briefly described below.

Timing ard control unit is discussed immediately after the

PC, as it is linked with all other units. The circuit

diagrams shown are mostly as per the actual printed circuit

layouts*

5.3! FLICHT-COmOlLBR

Design Grit erion

The design criterion for simulating the original

PC were:-

(a) The device is required to be thumb operated. Hence

the force required to operate the device and its

maximuia displaoe«0||Mfe;^i»i*y''fe® commensurate ,

with..
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normal thumb cioveinents i.e. the force rec[uired must

be* looo than 1/4 lb. and maximum deflfiction restricted to

to + ^ inch.

(b) The outputs are required as bipolar DO voltages, in

two independent channels for the pitch and the yaw-

movements. The maximum output corresponding to the

maximum displacement of the transducer is required to

be calibrated to + 10 v for compatibility with the

original PC (used with actual system.)

(c) It is desirable to have 400 Hz. ripple and its

harmonica in the output for realistic simulation.

PrinQlplQ used

With the above constraints a PC has been designed

based on electrical strain^gauges connected in a bridge

The incremental change 6R in resistance of a strain-gauge
' #

duo to a strain £ is given by
,

6R « R^. E. 3a (5-1)
g u

where Rq_ is the gauge resistance for e = 0 and

is a GAUaS-PAODOR determined by the nature of the material.

For small values of strain (less than 5 7® )»'fche bridge

imbalance output voltage 6B is given by

6B a 2 I . S_. e (5.2)

whore I is the gauge-current

.

‘BXPBRIMSNTAli SIRBS9 * hr" James "W. Dally and Riley
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Realization

A cantilever beam inichined from a perspex rod, as

shown in Hg. 5.2 was designed such that the design

constraints for the mechanical part of the transducer were

oatisfied. Tlie strain-gauges have been mounted in pairs

on each surface of the square cross-section. The gauges on

opposite faces have been connected to form two independent

bridges corresponding to the pitch and yaw displacements.

This arrangement enables

(a) Automatic temperature compensation

(b) Cancellation of the cross-coupling effect in

the two planes.

The bridges are excited by a 400 Hz ¥ien-bridge

oscillator, and have facility for null-balance adjustment

under zero displacement/ strain condition. The imbalance

voltages produced by the displacement of the cantilever

rod in the two planes are —-r- amplified, and

flltorod for noise by a NIC filter in two identical channels

corroaponding to the pitch and yaw outputs . Haase-

sonsitivo-dotootors convert these amplified ac voltages

into proportional bipolar DO voltages, which are then

averaged out in corresponding integrator circuits. The

NIC filters can be tuned to the excitation frequency and

the gains of the integrators can be adjusted for cali-

brating the output by '^^^^^ently^.^lpcated
^

^ ^
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trinpotn. Fi/:. 5.3 gives the block diagram and Fig. 5.4

nhi'-rn 1/he electronic circuitory used.

The feature of Modulus-limiting at the PC has been

incorporated mechanically by raeans of an adjustable

circul^ir aperture on the front cover plate' of the PC,

which limita the maximum allowable displacements of the

c.-uiti lever rod.

5.4 TIMING AMD COIITRQL mm
It has been designed to meet the requirements of

the ays tern time-bound charaot eristics and other control

functions in the simulator unit.

The control pulses generated are illustrated in

Pig. 5m5t and are generated by latches. To achieve

standardization of components and to minimize requirements

of different voltages from the power supply, TTI technology

has been deliberately avoided, ill the requisite latches

arc doslgnod using operational-amplifiers (OA) . In analogue

timing clock la generated by a linear ramp function, which

io sampled by various OA comparators to generate the

Viirloufl timing events.
'* '

’

The oirouitiy used is shown in Hg. 5.6. OAl is

tho FIRJBD Latch which is set by the PIRB button on the

simulator unit or by the RWOTl PIRB ( with the missile-

pilot), and is reset by RBSBT ^^or
^

the
^

<

auto-roaet trigger obtaisi^-

^

xme;



i;i) CiiiCK
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and thus generates 'Control Pulse Pire' ( CPP) . TRl is

a transistor invertor which controls the PIRSD indication

(LSD) on the front panel. 0ii2 produces a linear ramp

(RAMPl) for the duration of CPP. It is preset to

commence ramp at -f 6v ( at the instant of EIRE ) at the

rate of ^ volt/sec. ARBI switch, with CPP applied at

its gate, controls the beginning and reset timing of the

ramp.

0A3 gives a gain of 2 to RAMPl to obtain the

analogue clock RAMP2, which commences from -12v level at

the rate of 1 volt/sec. 0A4 and 0A5 are two open-loop*

comparators, which compare the timing ramp with preset

voltages to generate Control Pulse Guidance ( CPG) and

end of engagement/ AUTO-RESET trigger . P0T3 for 0A4 is

pre-set for a voltage corresponding to the system

characteristic time t^ (2 secs, in this case), when the

guidance is enabled* The range-pot on the front-panel

gives the reference voltage for 0A4. The target speed

and the initial range of the target in terms of the

engagement time are preset on the range-pot in three

switchable continuously variable ranges of 6-16 sec.,
INPINITB,

10-20 sec. and/through a chain of resistances ,as shown

in the diagram.

0A22 (refer Pig. 5.10) is a RESET-IaTCH controlled

by the FIRE and RESET press-buttons on the front panel.
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and produces control Pulse Reset (CPR.), wliich controls the

?i.EADY indication (lED) on the front—panel. It has heen

located in the’ Performance Evaluation’ printed circuit

card hecause of fabrication convenience. OTG- is obtained

on the same card by a transistor invertor TR6.

5.5 T.E BIOGK

Two identical cards have been made fdf the pitch

and the yaw channels. The circuit diagram for one channel

is shown in Pig. 5.7. The input from the Plight-Controller

to the TP block is enabled only at time t^ (+ 2sec. in this

case) by the opening of the PEH! switching gate by GPG- as

shown in the diagram.

The supply freq'uency filter is a low Pass VCYS

filter? whereas the remaining filters corresponding to the

transfer-functions for the Missile-Servos, Aerodynamics

and SRD and the ICLnematics are multiple-feed back type of

OA filters in tandem. The last stage of the TP block is

an integrator which produces the analogue angular position

©•p/^y. of the missile due to guidance commands.

5*6 PUMCTIOR GSmATOR-IEITlAL OOEPITIORS AKD RELATIYB

TARCBT MOVEMEM)

Based on the discussion under the same heading in

the previous chapter for the simulation modelling, the

missile kinematics for the initial conditions is achieved as
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step-input responses of fii-gt order low-pass RC filters.

Referring to Pig. 5.8, the capacitor
0^^

rej^b^ns

cha3^ged to a voltage ( with reversed polarity) determined

hy the pot-setting of the TIR&ED
,
BE.ARIFG on the front-

panel, through invertor 0A8 and PBT switch PS4. On

'FIRING-*, the capacitor charges exponentially towards the

voltage level determined by the T. BEARING pot , Ihe rate

of changing is adjusted by K)I4 such that the output (0 )

monitored at TPIO is 0 v at time t = 2 sec. 0 thus
o X

generated is added to the yaw channel output of the TP

block in 0A9 to obtain co-ordinate of the missile.

Similarly, is generated by caapacitor O
2

which
*

normally remains charged to a fixed voltage (+ 15v) and

on ’FIRING’ begins to discharge towards -15v at a rate

determined by P0T5, which is adjusted to give a rate

commensurate with the system requirements, as discussed

in Chapteis III and IV. (Refer Pig, 4.1).

Tho effect of the relative target movement is

simulated by a ramp: -input response of a . low-pass RG

filter as suggested in Oliaptsr.. IV. RAMP2 (referring

to Pig. 5.8 again) is clipped at 0 v. level by diode

to obtain a delay of 10 secs., and is applied to capacitor

C^, which normally remains discharged by switch P87.
^

* ’Fhis ensures that the missile position on display realm^ns

at -15v and thus it is out Of the view, when the system

is not in PIRBD state.
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The t.ime-const ant of the filter is determined hy the

T/iRG-ET SlEV/iTION setting on the front-panel. The output

of capacitor 0
^

i.e. 9^2 summed up with 6^^ and the

pitch output of the guidance TT hlocB:, to obtain co-ordinate

of the missile.

The guidance TP outputs,in both pitch and yaw

channels ,are connected only at time t^ through switches

PS8 and PS5 respectively. Capacitors 0
^

and 0
^

suppress

switching spikes. -

5.7 TiRGST SIMUMTOR

M per the discussion in Chapter IT, the target

initial conditions, have already been incorporated as front-

panel controls for the missile simulation, as mentioned

in previous section.

For the target trajectory under dynamic conditions,

facility for both programmed tape input and Instructor *s

pot control has been incorporated. Either of these can

be selected by a front-panel toggle switch, as shown in

Pig. 5.8.

0A6 sums up and smoothers out the dynamic tj-arget

position along X-axis ( of viewing plane) and a jitter

obtained from a slow-frequency astable ( Ci. 3 Hz) in the

Intensity-modulator unit ( the magnitude of which is

controllable from a front-panel pot-JITTER control) . The

output of 0A6 is X^,the x-co-ordinat e of the target position,
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Similarly, the y-co-ordinate Yg, is produced hy OAT

hy summing and smoothening the dynamic target position

along the y-axis. The other input to OAT is CPP applied

through Dg to ensure that the target position is normally

at -15v when not in fired state, and hence it is out of the

view on the display.

5.8 IMPEHSITY MODULATOR

Referring to Eig. 5.9» the desired and functions,

as discussed under the simulation modelling, are generated by

QA15 and 0A14 respectively. For Z^, the positive going

RAME2 is added to the output of OAll, which is a slow

Ch 3H2 astable multivibrator ,to produce the effect of missile

blinking, is produced basically from the negative going

RAMPl,. Ihe respective multiplexing G-ate Control Pulses

(discussed under display) are added to both and Z^- to

produce the blanking effect during the fly-back period on CRT

display. CPF is also applied to both and Z^ to ensure

reduced intensity level, when' the system is not in fired

state. •

5.9 CRT DISPLAY IRTERFAGE

A’single beam CRO is used, with equal gains (2 volts/ cm)

on both x-y channels. As mentioned in previous chapter

under CRT display techniques; the generated missile position

outputs Xjyj, Y^ 'and Z^ are multiplexed with the corresponding
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generated target positions and respectively in

three SPIXP type of PET switches, to produce and
A

^GRO shown in Pig. 5.9* The respective complimenl^ry

Gate Control Pulses for the missile; and the target

co-ordinates are produced by two transistor invertors

TR2 and TR3 from an OA astable multivibrator 0A12

(DilEHa).

The CRO screen represents the field of view

( viewing-plane) of the missile-pilot. The scaling of the

screen is done as follows :-

Hie maximum output voltage of the Simulator unit

during guidance being 8v and the normal vertical space of

CRO screens being 4 cm.i the voltage scale is 2v/cm .

Purther, the normal field of view being 15°, the angular

scale is 1.875°/ cm. or 0.033 radian/ cm. Thus, the

CRO screen scaling can be stated as

1 Division = 1 cm = 2v = 1.875° = 0.0333 radian

Moreover, the distance of the trainee from the CRO such

that the screen subtends an angle of 15° at the eye, can

be computed from the above to be about 32 cms.

5 .10 PERPORMANOE EVAlUATIOR

Quantitative performance eva,luation of trainees can

be done by recording the instantaneous positional errors

(X^ - X^) and (Y^-Yj^) during a practice engagement on a
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2-ch.annel strip-chart recorder, Hie difference amplifiers

0ill5 and 0^116 (ELg, 5.9) produce these error voltages with

a gain of 10.

Approximate qpialitative assessment facility is

iAcorporated by means of lamp indications (IBDs). The

error voltages generated are compared in four open-loop

window-comparators 0A17 to 0A20 (refer Eig, 5.10) with

voltages corresponding to the permissible error window

(due to the proximity fuze in the missile). The permissible

error voltages can be preset on POTS 6 and 7 . Wcien.

all the four comparator outputs are high (implying that-

the error is between the permissible error-window) and the

system is in fired state with t ^ t^ (OPG high), transistor

TR4 goes low (negative logic RAID) and invertor TR5 smtches

the GATHERING indication on. The coincidence of the

’gathering* condition with the end of engagement is

sensed in a diode sampling gate, which produces a positive

trigger which through TR7 sets the HIT LATCH 0A21 high,

and HIT indication is lighted. In this state , the collector

of TR8 being high, the MISS indication is off. The

HIT Latch is reset by the trailing edge of the OPR on

pressing of the RESET- button. In case, a HIT has not been

sensed at the end of engagement period, TR8 switches the

MISS indication on. TR9 inhibits conduction of TR8 till

end of engagement ( CPE d-uration)

.
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5*11 SUPPLY

ELg. 5.11 skows the layout for the power-supply

unit. Two stahiliaed DC "voltages + 15 volts with 500 mA

rating are produced . A 725 chip produces + 15 volts

stabilized and a [iA. 741 with its associated circuitry

produces a tracking supply of -15v with overload fold-

back characteristic. The power supply to the simulated
if* ;

PC is also taken from this unit.
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(b) RjSADY : It is an amber lED, which when OIT,indicates

that the system is in RBU)Y state for engagement

practice.

(c) FIRED : It is a red LED indicating that the missile

2 !^ont Panel Controls :

The controls located on the front panel {

'i-':

'

, ,

,6.3>.can be classified as System controls,

.it ions controls and Dynamic controls.

These consist of:-

(i) POWER. OR/ OFF

50 Hz maihs

: It switches 01/OFF the 220v

supply to the power supply
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uiiit tlirough a 50 mA fuse.

(ii) FIEB t It is a p(ress-button SPDT switch, and

simulates the Pir ing-Trigger for the launching

of a laissile. , I

(iii) EB3KI i It is also a press-button SPDT switch.

which has to be pressed at the end, of engagement

to put the system back to the 'REAPT* state

It also provides an over-riding control to

reset the system anytime during the 'PJRBD

state of the system.

(b) Initial OoMitions Controls . t ,

Iheae are used for pre-^setting the. initial target

co2xLitions before a, practice engagement, and consist of;-

It is a 5 positionT&E SELECTOR ^ Swit ch

^ . «T.r^ "f"iw ^ iTi os'Pkj^ Vlii

and iroiEETE. for setting

it time, ( and hence simulating
*" -'its

,
,and/.init ial range). The third

saged to be used primarily for

so as to have the AUTO-RESET

ERG-AOEMEET TUB OORTROL: It is a linear

potentiometer on which the Engagement time can

be preset in two continuo^ly variable decade

ranges depending on the position of the

RAR&E SEIECT OR Switch.
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(ii4) lARGET BEARIH&;
|

The initial target

(iv) TAR&ET BLBVATIOH: 0 bearing/elevation are

preset with these

potentiometers.

( c ) Dynamic Gontrols

These controls determine the target trajectory

during the engagement period, and consist of

(i) TAR&BT TRAJBOTORY MODS SFITOH : It is a

toggle switch which selects the target

trajectory from either the programmed tape

input (mOD.TlPB) or the Instructor's

controls (INSTR.)

fii> TM&BT PITCHiO These are the potentiometers

0

(iii) TJIRDET YAW ; 0 ased for simulating the

target movement in the viewing

plane by the Instructor ,whefi

the system is selected in

that mode.

(iv) TARDET JITTM : This potentiometer controls

.
,

’

‘'•’'jth'® amplitude of oscillations of the target,

r, TylQc^n -nno-i -h -i n-n -h n .QT mn 1 ab P* n" ' '' about a mean position to simulate a

manoeuvering target.

6.1.3 Back Panel Terminals/ So cket

s

:

Referring to Pig. 6.4, the following terminals

and sockets are located on the back-panel of the
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Command GKiidance Simulator

(a) fO P,3.S0GKgr

It is a 3-pin socket for taking out + 15 and

power supply ground to the PC unit

.

(h) PC SIGNAX SOCKET

It is also a 3 Pin socket for bringing in the

pitch, the yaw and the signal ground from the

PC to the simulator unit.

(c) REMOTE PIRP TERMIHAIS

The twin terminals are provided ( in parallel to

the PIRB button ) for connecting a similar PIRE

switch accessible to the trainee.

(d) CRQ TBEtMIUAlS

A set of 4 terminals marked Tgj^o' ^CRO

and ground (E) are provided for connections to

the CRO . .

(e) STRIP-CHART TERMIR-Alg

/'The error-voltages during guidance i.e.

,,, ih two planes are made available

/ '
W*' i*, *t

^

mm

at these terminals for connection to a 2-channel

strip-chart recorder, with a gain of 10. A

separate ground terminal is also provided for the

same.
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(f) IROGRAMBD tape INHJl

These three terminals are provided for connection

to programmed tapes for the dynamic control of the

missile trajectory,

(g) OmiGAlj IKrmPAGB socket

The target and the missile co-ordinates i.e,

X^, T^, and Xjyf , and 2^ along with ground'

are brought out to an octal base to provide

facility for connection to an optical interface for

the Optical Trojection type of displayi (refer

Chapter I?).

6.2 SET TIEO-UP EROGEDIEB

The following procedure is recommended for setting-

up the equipment :-

(a) Arrange the two units on a suitable table

such that the trainee is seated about 30 cms

.

away from the scope. The simulator along with

^ can be on the side or behind

• the trainee.

(b) Connect PC to the simulator unit with two

cables for the power supply and the pitch-yaw

signals

,
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(c) Connect the appropriate GRO terminals on the

simulator unit to the corresponding terminals

on a ORO, set for x-y mode of operation,

(’Any single "beam low-frequency CRO with

facility for Z-modulation and 2-w/ cm gain on

either channel can he used),

(d) Switch on CRO and with gain 2-v/cm on either

channel, adjust the position of the spot on

the screen such that it is at the centre of

the graticule,

(e) Connect a strip-chart recorder, if required,

(f) Connect REMOTE EIRE.

(g) Switch on the POW®. on the simulator unit.

6.3 OPERATING SlOCEDURE

It is envisaged that the normal hattle—drill

and words of command will he followed during practice

engagements the Instructor and the trainee. However,

the following procedure for handling the simulator unit

during such practices should he followed

s

(a) Check that the system is in READY state,

else press RESET,

(h) Preset the target bearing, elevation and the

Engagement time.
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(c) The simulated missile can he FIRED either by

the Instructor or preferably by the Missile-

Pilot himself from REMOTE FIRE on recei'ving

appropriate communication.

(d) The target position can be dynamically controlled

either by programmed tape-input or by the

Instructor

y

(e) The aATHERIHG indication will appear during

the engagement period, and HIT/MISS indication

shall be obtained at the end of engagement

period (marked by the switching off of the

FIRED indication)*

the system will go to the

and will be

';'®ie sMisi^^’^^^^^^Se^ai.ght-Gontroller have

been tested ’i^i'>.^elr“.«h»3tional performance, and have

been found satisfabtory over a period of about one month

so far. Some photographs taken of a few typical waveforms

are shown in Fig. 6.5«

The first photograph depicts a family of curves

(Xjyj) corresponding to different settings of initial target

bearing, It is to be noted that irrespective of target





bearing# the simulated missile reaches the cross-OTer point

at the same instant of time, The second photograph show®

the nature of obtained with different settings of

initial target elevation. It is interesting to compare these

practically achieved waveforms with the theoretically

derived corresponding waveforms of jPig.. 4.1. The last

photograph shows the ramps (E'iMP 2) produced for the analogue

t iming-olook with Bngagement-time set at 10,16 and 20 secs.

6.5 Qomimim rbburks

In this study, the basic simulation philosophy for

the particular problem of simulated training of missile-pilots

has been evolved and tested for its functional feasibility

and credibility. Having developed the basic (L-mode)

-training version of the Gtomnand Guidance Simulator, the

development of the proposed complete universal type of

the simulator unit is a trivial job. However, the avenues for

further research and development ares

(a) The interface units and the hardware for the

. proposed other two display systems i.e. the

* optical projection ( for l-mode) and the special

optical system to be used with live targets ( in

P-mode).

(b) Improvement in design and fabrication of the

Plight-Controller unit to incorporate higher degree

of reliability.
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(c) Devalopment of the programmed tapes for target

traJ@otories»

M vital shortcoming of the present work done is

that the user trials of the training-aid developed have not

been carried out* The opinion of veteran Missile-Pilots,

in regard to the effeotiveness of the system developed,

is also not known. It is hoped tJmt the Def^ence R and D

Organization shall take over this aspect along with the

task of further development in the field.
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CHAi^BR YI

O PERAS IMG II3TRUCTI0I3>TB3f RESULTS AND OOHGLUSIOI

Thie chapter deals with a brief overall description

of the complete tralning^aid developed, with particular

reference to its controls, setting-up procedure and

operating instructions. She chapter concludes the study

by summarizing the work done and indicating the scope for

further development work.

6*1 GEMERAL DESCSIPPIOM

Ihe training-aid consists of a Plight- Controller,

a Command Guidance Simulator unit and a single beam ORO.

The three units are electrically connected through

appropriate cables. Pig. 6,1 shows a photograph of a

complete set up. Pig. 6.2 shows a close-up view of the PC

(with top cover removed), and Pigs. 6.3 and 6.4 show

the front and the back panels of the Command Guidance

Simulator unit . The indications, controls and terminals

on the front and back panels are described below:

6.1.1 Pront Panel Indications

The following indications are used:-

(a) K3WIR OM ; It is a Neon lamp indicating that the m^ins

power is OM in the system.



APPBEDIX A

DERIVATION OP CORRECT lOff ANG-LBS FOR

LAUNCH GBOI^EEiTRY
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2 . . Correction Angle in Blevation-E
c

Since is small, the launch plane can he rotated

about OP to coincide with the target plane without

incurring any significant error as ^own in Pig, A-1,

Then, 01 =

and OD ^ R
o

Also „ECi4B (h-£:<R^)
s s o'

Then, from the diagram, it is clear that if the

relative hei^t 'h* was not assigned to the Director;

then from jCx DOl , the coorrection angle is / POL .

However, due to 'h', an additional component / DOD^

has to he incorporated.

Thus, = Z__D0 l' + /_D0d'
' ( A. 3)

The first correction angle is due to the displacement

of the Director from the launcher hy distance 'd*

and the- other is caused hy the relative height ’h’

for gravity-drop compensation.

Prom /S Dl'* 1, Dl’ = d cos
s

Prom A DOl ,

sin / DOl* sin E^

Dl' 01

,
d cos B .sin E

or sin / DOl = — s
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Since / POL is small.»

,
d cos B .sin E

/ BOB ( in radians )
= ® - -

R.

Eurther, from /S, DD D , DD = .h cos E

and from OD D ,

sin / BOD
I t

h cos E
s

R.
o

f t

or / DOB (in radians) =
h cos E^

Substituting (A.4) and (A. 5) in (A,3),

E
d cos B . sin E + h. cos E

S S ^
R

- (A.4)

(A.5)

(A.6)
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APPBEDIX B

ANALYSIS OF UNBAR VBiDOITY GOMPOEBB^TS

UNDER INITIAL LAUNCE CONDITIONS

Referring to Pig. 3*2

,

the missile is launched with

a velocity along LO. To determine the component

velocities along x,y and z axes of the viewing plane,:

vector resolution as shown in Pig. B.l is carried out.

It is obvious that

—-L .10
R

Prom CD

0

geometry, the lengths of the

ous resolved components are;

IP = 10, cos Ej^

PO =: LO , sin Ej^

' LQ LO . cos Et

•

sin
Jj c

QP LO.cos Ej^. cos

m z= LO. cos Ex. cos B^.cos
L c s

MP = LO. cos E^.cos B^. sin Eg

PN =
;

LO . sin sin

NO = 10. sin E,. cos EL s
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l^om the vector resolution diagram, it is noted that

(a) Components along PH and •
QM are acting along the

lOS axis and contribute towards the motion of the

missile along that axis normal to the viewing plane-.

(b) Component along IQ acts along the horizontal axis

Of the viewing plane . It acts towards the left

of the origin for target bearings (B )
0°“180°,

and hence is a negative quantity, and towar ds the

right for B_values between 18G°-360'°, when it
s

becomes positive.

(c) Components along HO acts always upwards, while

• the component along MP acts downwards along y-axis

for positive values ofB. (iie. the target being

above the Director -launcher level on ground)

Thus, of V-x Vy and be the respective net

components along the corresponding x,y and z axes

of the viewing plane, then

PH QM .

=
“liO

or Vjj ~ ^ B^.cos cosB^ + sin sin

(B.l)
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or

and Y.y

- 7,,. cos E-t-. sin 3Ml c

HO - MP

10 *'^M

(B.2)

or Vy = 7jy|..[sin Ej^.cos E^-cos E^^.sin B^.cos ] (B..3)

Approximations

Expressions (B.l) to (3.3) give the exact expressions,

However, taking cognizance of the fact thak 3 is small,
c

and therefore cos 3 hi 1.
c

The expressions then reduce to forms

Yjyj. COS (Ej^ ^

or Vz ^M‘ \ (B.4)

^x - Y^. cos Ej^. sin (B.5)

and V "
®s^

or £0 sin E^ (B.6)

The expressions CB.4) to (B.6) are the same as

derived hy approximate analysis in section 3*3*1»1»



APPSroiX 'G’

SYSTEM PARAMETERS ASSUMED EQR

HARDWARE RBALIZATIOH

The following system parameters, based on an existing

system, have been adopted for hardware realization:-

(a) Missile Gharact eristics i

= 200 m/sec.(630ft/seci

(b^

(c)

Ooasting speed v
o

Delay between the instant fire
and the instant of launch

=2.0 sec.

Time taken t^ by missile to each

cross-over point

Distance covered in time .t^

Sustainer burn-out time

Maximum Engagement time

Ground-Equipment

= 2.0 sec.

= 1000 ft . ( approx .

)

= 16 sec.

= 20 sec.

Distance between the Director
and the Launcher-d

Oorrection h for Gravity drop

Guidance link

= 75 ft*

= 87 ft.

Maximum EG outputs in both
pitch and yaw plane = + 10V DG

Maximum control-surface
deflection corresponding to
input command

4- 8
"

For TF for Missile-servos (refer eqn. 3.3l)»

H = 1, = 0.013, E^
so 5 b

0.02

For TP for the combined aerodynamics and SRD (refer
equation 3* 34)

= 1236.0, E^=0,003,K^-0.0G109,Ey^0‘O92,Eq=0.0O28
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Scaliriff for Inte,s:rator (Tg Block)

Erom the defined system parameters, lOv output of

jPG = 8° of control~surface rotation ( 6)

.

Since the angular velocity of the missile due to

guidance command is a/2 ^ (section 3* 8) and a/ 6 = 1236

under DO conditions, the corresponding angular velocity

w can he deduced as Iv output of PO = 0.8° of 6

» = 0.656Vseo.

BtLe above relationship establishes the charging

rate of the Integrator used in the TP block*


